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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate School 
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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 

UNDERSTANDING AUDIT COMMITTEE EFFECTIVENESS 

By 

Jason Eugene MacGregor 

August 2007 

Chair:  Stephen Asare 
Major:  Business Administration 

Many prior studies have examined the determinants of audit committee effectiveness with 

mixed results.  I examined why an audit committee would allow a manager to opportunistically 

report earnings by using both an analytical model and a series of empirical tests.  

Using signal detection theory, a widely accepted psychological theory, I modeled the audit 

committee’s decision to allow or reject earnings management as a two-step process: detecting 

evidence and determining a response.  From this model, I identified ten factors that influence a 

committee’s judgment, many of which have not previously documented.  In particular, I 

identified that a committee’s decision depends upon the members’ incentives. While prior work 

has considered incentives as a determinant of audit committee effectiveness, the results have 

been inconsistent. Some researchers found that incentives motivate the members to be effective 

monitors, while other researchers found that incentives motivate the members to focus on short-

term stock appreciation.  My model suggests that the effect of incentives depends upon the 

expected payoff from allowing aggressive reporting, given the likelihood of a reporting problem. 

I empirically tested how incentives influenced the committee’s judgment by examining 

how equity and reputation incentives influence the committee’s willingness to allow earnings 

management when earnings are near key earnings’ benchmarks.  When earnings are near key 
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earnings’ benchmarks, the committee's willingness to allow earnings management depends upon 

the committee’s equity and reputation incentives and the CEO’s incentives to opportunistically 

report, a proxy for the likelihood of a reporting problem.  The inconsistencies in prior research 

may be attributable to the omission of a key moderator variable (CEO incentives) and an 

ineffective proxy for equity incentives.  My results were robust to the three common earnings’ 

benchmarks (zero earnings level, prior year’s earnings level, and analyst forecasts) documented 

in the literature, a variety of specification of the incentives, and a variety of control for audit 

committee ability and firm-specific attributes. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Are audit committees the remedy for the current epidemic of corporate scandals?  

Regulators claim that an effective audit committee can eliminate managerial opportunism (Pitt 

[2001], Ruder [2002]).  Yet, the evidence supporting this claim is mixed (DeZoort et al. [2002]).  

In my study, I considered why audit committees may be ineffective at preventing managerial 

opportunism.  I modeled the audit committee decision-making process, empirically tested how 

incentives influence the committee’s judgments, and examined whether incentives induce 

increased effort or bias judgment.  From the model, I identified ten factors, many previously 

undocumented, that may influence audit committee effectiveness.  From the empirical evidence, 

I found that equity and reputation incentives influence the audit committee’s judgment.  Lastly, I 

found that incentives both bias and motivate audit committee members. 

My study makes three contributions to the literature on audit committees.  I presented a 

model of how audit committees decide if the manager is opportunistically reporting.  From this 

model, I identified many factors that may influence the audit committee’s decisions that have not 

previously been documented, and I presented a comprehensive model of audit committee 

effectiveness.  Further, I presented evidence that audit committees are sensitive to the influence 

their decisions have on the value of their equity holdings and their reputations.  I also presented 

evidence that the influence of audit committee incentives depends upon the risk environment.  

Lastly, I presented evidence that audit committee incentives induce both increased effort and 

biased judgments.  This was the first work that documented why incentives influence an audit 

committee’s judgment. 
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Background Information on Audit Committees 

While audit committees have been central to many of the recent reforms to prevent 

managerial opportunism, corporations have used them for over a century.1  The audit committee 

is a sub-committee of the board of directors charged with overseeing the financial reporting 

process (Sarbanes-Oxley Act [2002]).  Typically, the committee consists of three to five 

independent members who meet two to four times per year with managers, internal auditors, and 

external auditors in order to determine the acceptability of the accounting policies, select the 

auditor, approve non-audit services, and resolve auditor-management disputes (Anderson et al. 

[2004]).  How audit committees actually operate is largely unknown.  For this reason, Gendron 

and Bedard [2004] referred to audit committees as a black box. 

The purpose of audit committees is to alleviate the agency conflict between managers and 

shareholders.2  An audit committee works with the auditors and the managers to ensure that the 

financial statements are free of material misstatement.  For example, the audit committee works 

with auditors and managers to resolve disputes over capitalization policies.  Despite the recent 

accounting scandals, on average, audit committees appear to achieve this purpose.  For example, 

effective audit committees are associated with improved reporting quality, reduced incidence of 

reporting problems and irregularities, reduced earnings management, improved disclosure 

quality, and increased earnings informativeness (DeFond and Jiambalvo [1991], Carcello and 

Neal [2000], Peasnell et al. [2000], Klein [2002], Carcello and Neal [2003], Xie et al. [2003], 

Abbott et al. [2004]).  However, what makes an audit committee effective is still uncertain. 

                                                 
1 The first report of a British company (Great Railway) having a small group of directors acting as an audit 
committee was in 1872 (Tricker, [1978]). 

2 An agency conflict exists because the separation of corporate management and ownership potentially creates 
incentives for managers to work in their own interest, not in the shareholders (Fama and Jensen, [1983]).   
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The DAHR Model of Audit Committee Effectiveness 

From 1970 to 2002, there were dozens of articles in academic journals that explored the 

benefits of an effective audit committee, the determinants of audit committee effectiveness, and 

the limitation of audit committees.  Yet, absent from this literature was a model that explained 

audit committee effectiveness.  To address this deficiency, DeZoort et al. [2002] summarized the 

research into an input-process-output model (henceforth called the DAHR model).  The DAHR 

model identified three inputs (composition, authority, and resources) and one process (diligence) 

(Figure 1-1).  This model provided an intuitive framework for discussing the determinants of 

audit committee effectiveness.  Using this framework, I discuss the determinants of audit 

committee effectiveness in relation to reporting quality (i.e. prevention of managerial 

opportunism).3  Given the comprehensive nature of the DeZoort et al. [2002] review and the 

significant regulatory changes in the last five years, I focus upon research from 2002 to present.   

Inputs: Composition, Resources, and Authority 

 Composition refers to member level attributes that influence the committee’s 

effectiveness.  The two most common member-level attributes are independence and expertise.   

While independence has long been a requirement for auditors, only recently have regulators 

required that audit committee members be independent as well (Sarbanes-Oxley Act [2002]).4  

Companies with audit committees having a higher proportion of independent members are less 

likely to experience fraud, SEC enforcement action, material restatements, and earnings 

                                                 
3 DeZoort et al. [2002] also considered two additional outputs, internal control and risk management, that are beyond 
the scope of this paper.   

4 To ensure that members are independent, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) prohibits current employees, former employees 
within the last 3 years, or a close relative of an executive office, directors who accept non-director compensation in 
excess of $60,000 or whose employer receives at least $200,000 in any of the past 3 years from serving on audit 
committees  SOX, however, failed to provide a definition of compensation.  This omission makes it uncertain how 
boards are to account for stock grants, stock options, and future retirement benefits.   
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management than companies with audit committees having a lower proportion of independent 

members (Defond and Jiambalvo [1991], McMullen and Raghunandan [1996], Beasley et al. 

[2000], Klein [2002], Bédard, et al. [2004], Bradbury et al. [2004]).  While regulations ensure 

that the members are independent in appearance, there is still substantial doubt as to whether or 

not the members are independent in fact.  For example, Carcello et al. [2006] found that when 

the CEO is involved in the nominating process, the audit committee effectiveness decreases.   

 Sarbanes-Oxley requires each committee to have at least one financial expert.5  The 

documented benefits of having a financial expert on the committee include reduced incidence of 

restatements, fraud, and earnings management (Abbott et al. [2004], Bedard et al. [2004], 

Agrawal and Chadha [2005], Farber [2005]).   

 Two additional dimensions of expertise that may influence the committee’s effectiveness 

are governance and firm expertise.  Governance expertise relates to the members’ experience 

serving on other boards (Bedard et al. [2004]).  Bedard et al. [2004] found that the more 

directorships a member holds the lower the incidence of earnings management.  There is, 

however, some evidence that additional directorships may limit the directors’ availability (Morck 

et al. [1988], Beasley [1996]).  Firm expertise relates to the member’s ability to identify 

opportunistic behavior through knowledge of the company’s history, financial policies, and 

executives (Hermanlin and Weisbach [1991]).  There appears to be a negative association 

between the average member tenure and earnings management (Xie et al. [2003], Bedard et al. 

[2004], Yang and Krishnan [2005]).  It is, however, possible that as tenure increases, the 

members lose their independence as they become more familiar with management. 
                                                 
5 SOX defines a financial expert as a person who has, through education and experience, an understanding of the 
generally accepted accounting principles and financial statements and experience in preparing or auditing financial 
statements, applying accounting principles related to accounting estimates, accruals, and reserves, internal controls, 
and audit committee functions.  The Blue Ribbon Committee identified a financial literate as one who has the ability 
to read and understand fundamental financial statements.   
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 An audit committee can only accomplish what it has the authority to carry out.  The 

research on audit committee authority primarily consists of gauging how well members 

understand their responsibilities (e.g.  Kalbers and Fogarty [1993], DeZoort [1997], Lee and 

Stone [1997]).  The most transparent measure of an audit committee’s authority is the presence 

of a charter.  A charter is a written document that explicitly defines the audit committee’s 

authority.  Bedard et al. [2004] found a negative association between a company having a charter 

and earnings management.   

The most researched measure of resources is committee size.  A larger audit committee 

should have a greater knowledge base to draw from, a greater ability to delegate tasks, and be 

less vulnerable to a single member dominating discussions (Felo et al. [2003]).  Larger audit 

committees are negatively associated with the incidence of suspicious auditor switches and 

restatements (Carcello, et al. [2006]).  However, recent work has found no evidence of an 

association between committee size and internal control problems, restatements, and earnings 

management (Archambeault and DeZoort [2001], Abbott et al. [2004], Bedard et al. [2004], 

Krishnan [2005], Vafeas [2005]).  These null results may be caused by the homogenization of 

audit committee size by regulations, rather than a reduction in the importance of committee size. 

Process: Diligence 

Diligence refers to the willingness of members to work together to prepare, ask questions, 

and pursue answers when dealing with management, external auditors, internal auditors and 

other relevant constituents (DeZoort et al. [2002]).  The most common proxy for diligence is 

meeting frequency.  Meeting frequency is negatively associated with the level of earnings 

management and incidences of fraud and SEC sanctions (Abbott et al. [2000], Beasley et al. 

[2000], Xie et al. [2003], Farber [2005]). 
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Audit committee diligence is also linked to the members’ incentives.  Two incentives that 

may motivate the members are equity incentives and reputation incentives. Arguably, when 

members have equity holdings in the firm they have greater incentives to focus on improved 

monitoring.  However, the evidence is mixed.  Some researchers have found a negative 

relationship between equity holdings and earnings management (Beasley [1996], Klein [2002], 

Vafeas [2005]), while others have found a positive relationship (Bedard et al. [2004], Yang and 

Krishnan [2005]). 

Audit committee members have incentives to develop their reputation to maximize their 

directorship opportunities.  Reputation incentives motivate the member to be an effective 

monitor (Fama [1980], Fama and Jensen [1983], Milgrom and Roberts [1992], Srinivasan 

[2005]).  However, reputation incentives also motivate the members to develop reputation as a 

pro-management (Fama and Jensen [1983], Vancil [1987], Gilson [1990], Kaplan and Reishus 

[1990], Shivdansani [1993], Shivdasani and Yermack [1999], Ferris et al. [2003], Petra [2005]). 

Limitations of the DAHR Model 

 I summarized the major findings in the literature over the last decade in Table 1-1.  

Specifically, I identified eight audit committee attributes that influence reporting quality: 

independence, accounting expertise, directorships, tenure, committee size, charter, meetings, and 

equity holdings.  As highlighted by the frequently conflicting evidence, despite its significant 

face validity, the DAHR model still has significant potential for improvement.  Specifically, the 

model has two limitations:  no explicit role for managerial influence and an overly simplified 

process section.   

The ability and incentives of management to act opportunistically directly influence the 

likelihood that the audit committee is effective.  If management is forthright, then audit 

committee effectiveness is high, regardless of the inputs and processes.  If management is highly 
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motivated to undermine audit committee effectiveness, then the likelihood that the committee is 

effective diminishes.  The failure to include a role for managers limits the validity of the model. 

 The DAHR model’s process section is inadequate since it fails to appreciate that audit 

committees are groups and effectiveness is a choice.  The research on audit committee operations 

has focused on how individual members reach decisions, yet how committees make decisions is 

fundamentally different from how individuals make decisions (Davis [1992]).  Audit committee 

operations are influenced by the procedural mechanisms and the group dynamics, yet the 

model’s only process factor was diligence.  The failure to consider how the group nature of audit 

committees influences undermines the validity of the model. 
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Table 1-1. Research on audit committee effectiveness and reporting quality 

Paper Independent variable Measure of reporting quality Findings 
Beasley [1996] Independence Fraud Negative (not significant) 
Bedard et al. [2004] Independence Earnings management  Negative (not significant) 
Vafeas [2005] Independence Earnings management  Negative (not significant) 
Klein [2002] Independence Earnings management  Negative (*) 
Krishnan [2005] Independence Internal control problems Negative (***) 
Bradbury, Mak, and Tan 
[2004] Independence Earnings management  Negative (***) 
Carcello, Neal, Palmrose, 
and Scholz [2006] Independence Restatement Negative (**) 
Abbot et al. [2004] Independence Restatement Negative (***) 
Farber [2005] Independence Fraud Positive (not significant) 

Bedard et al. [2004] 
Accounting   
    Expertise Earnings management Negative (***) 

Song and Windram [2004] 
Accounting  
   Expertise Reporting problems Negative (not significant) 

Yang and Krishnan [2005] 
Accounting  
   Expertise Internal control problems Negative (not significant) 

Krishnan [2005] 
Accounting  
   Expertise Internal control problems Negative (**) 

Abbot et al. [2004] 
Accounting  
  Expertise Restatement Negative (***) 

Qin [2006] 
Accounting  
  Expertise Earnings Quality Positive 

Carcello, Neal, Palmrose, 
and Scholz [2006] 

Accounting  
  Expertise Restatement Negative (***) 

Carcello, Hollingsworth, 
Klein, and Neal [2006] 

Accounting 
  Expertise Earnings management Negative (**) 

Bedard et al. [2004] 
Firm Expertise 

(Tenure) Earnings management Negative (not significant) 
Xie, Davidson, and DaDalt 
[2003] 

Firm Expertise 
(Tenure) Earnings management Negative (**) 

Vafeas [2005] 
Firm Expertise 

(Tenure) Earnings management Positive (not significant) 

Yang and Krishnan [2005] 
Firm Expertise 

(Tenure) Earnings management Negative (**) 
Bedard et al. [2004] Directorships Earnings management Negative (**) 
Xie, Davidson, and DaDalt 
[2003] Directorships Earnings management Negative (**) 
Song and Windram [2004] Directorships Reporting problems Negative (not significant) 

Vafeas [2005] Directorships 
Earnings management for 

small earnings increases Negative (not significant) 

Vafeas [2005] Directorships 
Earnings management to meet  

analyst forecasts Positive (not significant) 
Yang and Krishnan [2005] Directorships Earnings management Negative (***) 
* p-value <0.1, ** p-value <0.05, *** p-value <0.01  
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Table 1-1. Continued 

Paper Independent variable Measure of reporting quality Findings 
Bedard et al. [2004] Committee Size Earnings management Positive (not significant) 

Vafeas [2005] Committee Size 
Earnings management for 
small earnings increases Negative (not significant) 

Vafeas [2005] Committee Size 
Earnings management to meet 
analyst forecasts Positive (not significant) 

Yang and Krishnan [2005] Committee Size Earnings management Negative (***) 
Krishnan [2005] Committee Size Internal control problems Negative (not significant) 
Archambeault and DeZoort 
[2001] Committee Size Suspicious auditor switches.    
Abbott, Parker, and Peters 
[2004] Committee Size Restatement Negative (not significant) 
Qin [2006] Committee Size Earnings quality Positive 
Carcello, Neal, Palmrose, 
and Scholz [2006] Committee Size Restatement Negative (***) 
Farber [2005] Committee Size Fraud Negative (Not Signiticant) 
Bedard et al. [2004] Charter Earnings management None 
Bedard et al. [2004] Meetings Earnings management Negative (not significant) 
Xie, Davidson, and DaDalt 
[2003] Meetings Earnings management Negative (**) 

Vafeas [2005] Meetings 
Earnings management for 
small earnings increases Negative (**) 

Vafeas [2005] Meetings 
Earnings management to meet 
analyst forecasts Positive (not significant) 

Song and Windram [2004] Meetings Reporting problems Negative (not significant) 
Yang and Krishnan [2005] Meetings Internal control problems Positive (not significant) 
Xie et al., 2003; Meetings Earnings management Negative (**) 
Farber [2005] Meetings Fraud Negative (*) 
Carcello, Neal, Palmrose, 
and Scholz [2006] Meetings Restatement Negative (not significant) 
Abbott, Parker, and Peters 
[2004] Meetings Restatement Negative (***) 
Farber [2005] Meetings Fraud Negative (**) 
Song and Windram [2004] Equity Holdings Reporting problems Positive (not significant) 

Vafeas [2005] Equity Holdings 
Earnings management for 
small earnings increases Positive (not significant) 

Vafeas [2005] Equity Holdings 
Earnings management to meet 
analyst forecasts Negative (**) 

Klein [2002] Equity Holdings Earnings management  Negative (*) 
Yang and Krishnan [2005] Equity Holdings Earnings management  Positive (***) 
Bedard et al. [2004] Equity Holdings Earnings management  Positive (not significant) 
Bedard et al. [2004] Equity Holdings Earnings management  Positive (not significant) 
* p-value <0.1, ** p-value <0.05, *** p-value <0.01  
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Figure 1-1. DAHR model of audit committee effectiveness 
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CHAPTER 2 
A MODEL OF AUDIT COMMITTEE DECISION-MAKING 

How do audit committees decide whether the manager is opportunistically reporting or 

not?  The audit committee must not only find evidence of opportunistic reporting, but also 

correctly interpret the evidence and decide the appropriate response.   I explored how an audit 

committee decides whether or not to allow aggressive reporting using a decision-making model 

based on signal detection theory.   

  A model of the audit committee decision-making has many benefits.  It can identify the 

determinants of audit committee effectiveness and understand their influence on the decision-

making process.  Prior research has largely overlooked how the committee operates, making it 

difficult to understand how contextual factors may influence decisions.  For example, it is 

unclear how different risk environments influence the effect of incentives on committee 

decisions.  Further, a model may reconcile the frequent inconsistencies in the prior research on 

the influence of audit committee attributes.  For example, some evidence that suggests equity 

holdings improve monitoring (Beasley [1996], Klein [2002], Vafeas [2005]) and other evidence 

suggests equity holdings promote a focus on short-term performance (Bedard et al. [2004], Yang 

and Krishnan [2005]).   

  The difficulty in modeling the audit committee decision-making process is two-fold.  

First, the model needs to incorporate two processes: detecting evidence and determining the 

appropriate response.  If the model only considers one stage, then it would trivializes the nuances 

of the decision-making process.  For example, if the model ignores the response decision, then 

this wrongly assumes that the committee’s response is automated and professional judgment is 

irrelevant.  If the model ignores the detection process, then this wrongly assumes that audit 

committees always have the information to make the correct decision, regardless of its resources 
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or effort.  Second, the decision-making process happens at individual level and group level.  If 

the model only considers the individual level, then it ignores the potential for group synergy or 

group dysfunction.  Further, if the model only considers the group level, then it ignores that the 

group is the product of individual contributions.  To address these difficulties, I based my model 

on signal detection theory. 

  Signal detection theory provides a theoretical framework of a diagnostic task that 

separates the decision-making process into a discrimination task and a decision (Swets [1986]).  

Further signal detection theory can analyze how groups integrate individual contributions into a 

group decision (Sorkin and Dai [1994]).  While accounting researchers have advocated the use of 

signal detection theory to analyze empirical data (Ramsay and Tubbs [2005]), there have been no 

models presented using signal detection theory to analyze an accounting decision.  Further, no 

accounting researcher to date has employed group-level signal detection theory.   

Model Development 

Signal detection theory examines how a decision-maker determines the source of a signal 

from a finite set of sources.  It is widely used in the electrical engineering and psychology 

literature because of its ability to calculate accuracy and bias contemporaneously, ability to 

calculate optimal accuracy and its ability to analyze individual contribution to group decision-

making (Tanner and Swets [1954], Swets, Tanner, and Birdsall [1961], Sorkin and Dai [1994], 

Ramsay and Tubbs [2005]).  Signal detection theory can be used to analyze any binary decision.  

Despite these benefits, accounting researchers have rarely employed this theory (Brown [1981], 

Blocher et al. [1986], Sprinkle and Tubbs [1998], Ramsay and Tubbs [2005]).6   

                                                 
6 Ramsey and Tubbs [2005] argues the benefits of signal detection theory for accounting researchers but does not 
conduct any original research. 
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While many audit committee decisions are complex, most decisions boil down to a binary 

decision, such as whether or not the manager reporting opportunistically.  Consider the setting 

where the audit committee must determine whether the reported earnings are the result of 

productive effort alone, or are the result of productive and opportunistic effort.  Further, assume 

a typical agency setting involving shareholders, managers, auditors, and an audit committee.   

At T0, shareholders hire a manager to provide productive services and agree to compensate 

the manager according to reported earnings (R).  The manager is required to report truthfully.  At 

T1, the manager exerts effort to produce genuine earnings (E).  At T2, the manager reports R to 

the shareholders where R is a function of E and S, where S is a distortion the manager may elect 

to include.  For simplicity, assume that S always inflates earnings and is either present or not.7 At 

T3, the audit committee hires an auditor to confirm that R=E.  At T4, the auditor reports to the 

audit committee evidence that R>E and the manager presents evidence that R=E.  At T5, the 

audit committee determines its response to the auditor-provided evidence.   

To determine its response, the members review the evidence presented by both the auditor 

and the manager.  Each member’s response on whether R=E or R>E depends upon R, his 

detection ability, and his bias.  If the members communicate a dichotomous response (i.e. agree 

or disagree with the auditor), then the chair tallies the votes to determine if there is sufficient 

support to conclude opportunistic reporting.  If the members communicate a continuous decision 

statistic, then the committee combines the individual statistics into an aggregate decision 

                                                 
7 It is possible that the manager could desire to manage earnings downward.  The audit committee would 
sequentially analyze the potential earnings management strategies such as big bath, cookie jarring, and managing 
earnings to meet thresholds (expectations). 
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statistic.  A decision rule will translate the group decision statistic into an outcome.  If the 

committee concludes opportunistic reporting, then R̂  is reported to the market. 

For simplicity, assume that if R̂ =R, then the market interprets this as good news and 

responds positively, and if R̂ <R, then the market interprets this as bad news and responds 

negatively.  Also, assume that if the company incorrectly reports R̂ <R, then the stock market has 

a more negative response in the long-run than if the committee had correctly reported R̂ <R.  The 

basis of this assumption is that inaccurate information inherently disadvantages shareholders and 

false alarms encourage real earnings management.  

There are four possible outcomes from the audit committee’s decision:  correctly 

conclude R=E (correct rejection), wrongly conclude R=E (miss), correctly conclude R≠E (hit), or 

wrongly conclude R≠E (false alarm).  For simplicity, assume that the payoffs for correct 

rejection, hit, and false alarm are certain and the payoff for miss is probabilistic.  With great 

probability, the market never becomes aware that the audit committee missed.  If the market does 

become aware of the opportunistic reporting, then there are three possible payoffs, each 

progressively more adverse and unlikely.   

Simplified Decision-Making Model   

Assume that the committee consists of a single member.  After observing R, the member 

must decide whether the manager truthfully or opportunistically reported earnings.  Define f(R|E) 

with mean μ0 and variance σ2
0 and f(R|ES) with mean μ1 and variance σ2

1 as the member’s 

estimate of the probability distributions of truthful (E) and opportunistically (ES) reporting 

respectively.  For simplicity, assume E and ES are normally distributed with equal variances 

(σ2
1= σ2

0) and μ1> μ0, E can represent a number of economic constructs including earnings or 
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‘normal’ accruals.  S can represent the effect of an inappropriate policy, accelerated revenue 

recognition, or accrual management. 

Detection Ability 

 A member's ability to discriminate between truthful and opportunistic reporting depends 

upon the difference between the means of the distributions and the standard deviation.  Define 

detection ability as: 

 1 0'd μ μ
σ
−

=        (Tanner and Birdsall [1958]) 

'd  varies between 0 for a chance level performance, and approximately 4 for errorless 

performance.  'd  is a function of both skill and effort.  If a member has greater training, 

experience, or natural ability, or exerts greater effort, then he is better able to discriminate 

between truthful and opportunistic reporting.   

Evaluating the Evidence 

The decision statistic is the member’s estimate of the likelihood of opportunistic reporting 

given R.  The optimal decision statistic is the likelihood ratio (Hoballah and Varshney [1989]): 8 

( / )
( / )

f R ESz
f R E

=  

  This statistic represents the member’s evaluation of the strength of evidence suggesting 

that the manger is opportunistically reporting.  The higher the value of z, the more compelling is 

the evidence that the manager is opportunistically reporting.  The value of z depends upon the 

member’s ability to discriminate between E and ES, and the magnitude of S under consideration.   

                                                 
8 This will be optimal under a number of different criteria (Hoballah and Varshney [1989]): Maximum hit rate at 
fixed false alarm rate, maximum expected value, maximum information, and maximum difference between posterior 
distributions.  Alternatively, the optimal decision statistic can be a monotonic transformation of the likelihood ratio. 
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Determining the Response 

After evaluating the evidence, the member must decide if there is sufficient evidence to 

conclude opportunistic reporting.  A member reaches his conclusion by comparing his decision 

statistic (i.e. evaluation of evidence) with his evidence threshold.  The evidence threshold is 

called the decision criterion (zc).  The member concludes opportunistic reporting if z>zc, 

otherwise he concludes truthful reporting.  A high zc indicates a management (liberal) bias, and a 

low zc indicates an auditor (conservative) bias.   

If the member is rational, then the decision criterion is a function of his incentives.  Since 

audit committee members rarely receive performance related remuneration, their incentives are 

indirect (Black et al. [2005]).  Specifically, audit committee incentives fall into two categories: 

reputation and equity.  I elected not to model other incentives (opportunities to enhance their 

knowledge, networking opportunities, litigation risk9, and prestige of serving) because they have 

minimal significance relative to the other incentives (Fama and Jensen [1983], Lorsch and 

MacIver [1989], Olson [1999], Kirk [2000], Black et al. [2005], Vera-Munoz [2005]).   

Reputation incentives 

 Audit committee members have incentives to develop two reputations: a reputation as an 

effective monitor and a reputation as pro-management.  A member’s reputation as an effective 

monitor is valuable because it influences the member’s opportunities to serve on boards 

(Milgrom and Roberts [1992]).  Yet, a member’s reputation as pro-management is important 

because it too influences the member’s opportunities to serve on other boards (Vancil [1987], 

                                                 
9 Between 1968 and 2003, there were only four cases of directors contributing their own money to settle a lawsuit, 
since market forces and political dynamics may have kept member liability risk low (Black et al., [2005]).  
Srinivasan [2005] found only 78 of the 2,016 directors of firms that restate earnings between 1997 and 2001 are 
named as defendants in lawsuits and there is no evidence that any director paid out any money.   
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Petra [2005], Shivdasani and Yermack [1999]).  These different, likely conflicting, reputation 

concerns motivate different behaviors. 

To develop a reputation as an effective monitor, the member makes decisions that 

minimize the risk of an irregularity going undetected (i.e. conservative manner).  However, 

minimizing the risk of an irregularity also increases the probability of a false alarm.  These 

incentives are also not necessarily consistent with maximizing reporting quality, as earnings are 

likely to be understated.  One’s reputation as an effective monitor improves when there are no 

reporting failures and diminishes with failures (Fama [1980], Fama and Jensen [1983]).  For 

example, members will lose directorships if their companies experiences bankruptcy, 

restatements, or SEC investigations (Gilson [1990], Srinivasan [2005]). 

To develop a reputation as pro-management, the members allow the manager greater 

discretion over reported earnings.  A member’s pro-management reputation increases when the 

firm performs well, but decreases when the firm underperforms (Fama and Jensen [1983], 

Shivdansani [1993], Ferris et al. [2003]).  When there is a false alarm, the members risk 

developing a reputation as one who always claims the manager acts opportunistically.   

Define the reputation incentives for a decision as the function: (RV)= (RV)f ω  where RV 

is the present value of current and future directorships prior to the decision, andω  is the 

magnitude of the effect.  If ω  is greater than zero, the members reputation improves.  Otherwise, 

the member’s reputation is damaged.  ω  captures the net effect on both reputations as an 

effective monitor and as pro-management. 

Equity incentives 

Corporations effectively tie an audit committee member’s personal wealth to firm 

performance by compensating members with stock and stock options (Yermack [2004]).  
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Intuitively, it seems problematic to have an independent member financially vested in a firm’s 

reported performance.  Critics allege that equity holdings motivate directors to artificially boost 

stock-related performance (Millstein [2002], Pitt [2002]).  Proponents argue that equity holdings 

provide greater incentives for the members to be effective monitors (Klein [2002]).   

Define the equity value-maximizing incentives for a decision as the function: 

( H)= (EH)f E φ  where EH is the value of all equity holdings prior to the decision and φ  is the 

magnitude of the effect.   

Calculating zc 

zc is calculated as a function of the reputation and equity incentives for each of the four 

outcomes.  Let V be the utility the member derives from each outcome: 10  ( ) ( )V RV EHω φ= +  

such that   

Manager          Audit Committee        Reputation     Equity  
Reports     Concludes           Reference   Effect    Effect  
Opportunistically Opportunistic    Hit      11ω ≥ 01ω   11φ ≤0  
     Reporting    V11 
Truthfully  Opportunistic        False Alarm   01ω ≥0    01φ ≤ 11φ   
     Reporting    V01    
Truthfully    Truthful   Correct Rejection   00ω ≥0     00φ ≥0  
     Reporting    V00    
Opportunistically   Truthful   Miss    See Below 
     Reporting    V10  
              Reputation       Equity  
Miss Payoffs     Probability      Effect    Effect  
Not detected by market   q4     104ω ≥0   104φ ≥0 
Detected     

Restated earnings  q1     101ω ≤0   101φ ≤0  
SEC Action   q2     102ω ≤ 101ω    102φ ≤ 101φ  
Bankruptcy   q3       103ω ≤ 102ω    103φ ≤ 102φ  

where q1 + q2 + q3 +q4=1 and q4>q1 ≥ q2≥ q3.  Assume that the loss probabilities are 

exogenous. 
                                                 
10 This is a similar payoff function as Barkan, Zohar, and Erev [1998]. 
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zc can be calculated using maximum expected value criteria: 

00 01

11 10

( ) ( )
( ) ( )c

V V p E p Ez V
V V p ES p ES

β
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞−

= = =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟− ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
  Barkan, Zohar, and Erev [1998]. 

where p(E) and p(ES) are the prior probability of the truthful and opportunistic reporting.   

If the member is risk neutral, then  
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If the member is risk averse with utility function U(x)=-e-θx+K (θ is a measure of risk aversion 

and K is an arbitrary constant), then 
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∑
  

The committee concludes opportunistic reporting if z> zc and truthful reporting otherwise 

(Figure 2-1). 

Multi-Person Audit Committee  

Now assume that the committee has n members, with each member communicating a 

continuous variable that indicates how compelling they found the evidence suggesting 

opportunistic reporting.  While each member observes the same R, they interpret it differently 

depending upon his 'd .  Define vector X as the list of decision statistics generated by each of the 

members: <X1, X2,…,Xn>.  If each member communicates the optimal decision statistics, then X 

consists of likelihood ratios.  Define vector μ as the difference between the member’s mean 

estimate of X when there is truthful and opportunistic reporting: < μ 1, μ 2,…, μ n>.   

Each member’s decision statistic is subject to several noise factors.  For simplicity, 

assume that all noise sources are additive, independent of whether or not the signal is present, 
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and normally distributed random variables with mean 0.  Unique noise ( 2
iσ ) is noise that is 

exclusive to one member.  Common noise is noise that is shared by some members ( 2
,i jσ  for 

members i and j) or all members ( 2
commonσ ) (Figure 2-2).  The variance of a member’s decision 

statistic is the sum of all the noise.  In Figure 2-2, member 1’s variance is: 

2 2 2
1 1 1,3( ) commonVar X σ σ σ= + + .  The covariance of the estimates of any pair of detectors is equal to 

the sum of the variance of the noise sources common to those detectors.  Therefore, the 

covariance for members 1 and 3 in Figure 2-2 is 2 2
1 3 1,3( , ) commonCov X X σ σ= + .  The entries of the 

covariance matrix, Σ, summaries the values of the variances and covariances. 

1 1 2 1

1 2 2 2

1 2

( ) ( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( ) ( , )

( , ) ( , ) ( )

n

n

n n n

Var X Cov X X Cov X X
Cov X X Var X Cov X X

Cov X X Cov X X Var X

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟Σ =
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

L

L

M M O M

L

 

Committee Decision Statistic 

 To reach a decision, the committee must aggregate all the individual decision statistics 

into a single decision statistic.  Ashby and Maddox [1992] showed that as long as the covariance 

matrix has the same form for the truthful and opportunistic reporting, then the optimal decision 

statistic is a linearly weighted sum of the detectors’ estimates. 

1'Z X kμ−= Σ +        (Sorkin and Dai [1994]) 

where X` is a row matrix, ∑-1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix, μ is a column vector and k 

is a constant.  For simplicity define a=∑-1 μ.  a represents the relative weight a member’s opinion 

is given in the decision-making process.  Therefore, the decision statistic is 

1

n

i i
i

Z a X k
=

= +∑        (Sorkin and Dai [1994]) 
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The difficulty in this definition of Z is obtaining the general form for the inverse of the 

covariance matrix.  To address this issue, researchers typically make simplifying assumptions.  

Durlach et al. [1986] assumed that the noise is either common to all members or unique to one 

member.  With this assumption, all of the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are 

equal.  Further, Sorkin and Dai [1994] assumed that the magnitude of individual variances are 

equal ( 2 2
i jσ σ= for all i and j) with ρ as the uniform pair-wise correlation 

2

2 2
com

com ind

σρ
σ σ

=
+

 

The particular value of a depends upon the weighting scheme.  Weighting represents how 

efficiently the group assimilates the individual opinions into a decision.  Two common schemes 

are optimal weighting and uniform weighting.   

Optimal Weighting 

The optimally weighting scheme is defined as: 

1

ˆ [1 ( 1)] ' ( ' )
n

i i j
j

a n d dρ ρ
=

= + − − ∑  
2 2

' ''
1 1 ( 1)

d d
ideald n

n
σ μ
ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞
= +⎜ ⎟− + −⎝ ⎠

  (Sorkin and Dai [1994]) 

where 'dμ is the average individual 'd  and 2
'dσ is the variance of individual 'd .  Under this 

method, each member’s opinion is weighted in proportion to the member’s ability.  This means 

that each member’s ability is incorporated into the decision regardless of the member’s ability.  

Therefore, the optimal weighting is not to defer entirely to the member with the highest 'd . 

Uniform Weighting 

If each member’s contribution is given equal weight, then  

1
ia

n
=    

2
''

1 ( 1)
d

uniformd n
n

μ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟+ −⎝ ⎠

  (Sorkin and Dai [1994]) 
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This approach assumes that each member’s opinion is equally valid.  This weighting 

approach under-weights the opinions of members with high 'd  and over-weights the opinion of 

members with low 'd . 

Threshold 

 The committee evidence threshold is the combination of individual member bias, group 

norms, and/or regulatory standards.   

Non-Optimal Individual Decision Statistics 

 If the member’s communication is limited to a dichotomous variable, then the audit 

committee is essentially a condorcet voting group.  With this restriction, the members can only 

indicate whether or not they believe there is opportunistic reporting, and not how strongly they 

hold their belief.  Each member calculates his z and compares it with his zc to determine his vote.  

If the members communicate a dichotomous signal, then it is reasonable to assume that each 

opinion is equally weighted.  The chair tallies the number of members that believe there has been 

opportunistic reporting (ka).  The committee will have a decision rule that says to conclude 

opportunistic reporting if ka≥ k.  Otherwise, conclude truthful reporting.  If k equals n, then the 

committee requires unanimous agreement to conclude opportunistic reporting.  If k equals n/2, 

then the committee requires a majority of members to agree to conclude opportunistic reporting.  

If k equals 1, then the committee only requires a single vote to conclude opportunistic reporting.  

This approach to decision-making fails to fully realize the skills of members with higher 'd . 

Observations from the Model 

1.  Committee Size (n) 
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If the committee uses optimal weighting or even uniform weighting, then larger 

committees outperform smaller committees.11  Assuming the number of members does not affect 

'dσ  or 'dμ , each additional member improves 'd , but the amount of improvement declines with 

each additional member.  Specifically, the change from the committee going to n+1 members 

from n members under optimal weighting is:  

2 2
' '( ' ) ( 1 ) 0

(1 ) 1 ( 1)
d d

ideald n n
n

σ μ
ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞
= + − + ≥⎜ ⎟− + −⎝ ⎠

 

Specifically, the change from the committee going to n+1 members from n members uniform 

weighting is: 

2
'( ' ) ( 1 ) 0

1 ( 1)
d

unifromd n n
n

μ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
= + − + ≥⎜ ⎟+ −⎝ ⎠

 

If the new members differ from the current members in 'd , then the effect of the new 

member is more difficult to predict.  Under optimal weighting, even if new members have 

equivalent 'd , the magnitude of the improvement depends upon the interaction between ρ and 

2
'dσ (Figure 2-4).   

Predicting the effect of a new member is more problematic if non-optimal weighting is 

used.  For example, if the committee uses uniform weighting, then the influence depends upon 

the new member’s 'd  relative to the other members.  Specifically, if the committee adds a 

member with above the median 'd , then the committee’s effectiveness improves.  Otherwise, the 

committee’s effectiveness diminishes.   

The committee could use several other non-optimal weighting schemes.  For example, if 

members accept the recommendation of the member with the greatest 'd , then an additional 
                                                 
11 A simple proof by contradiction shows that under optimal weighting, a committee of n+1 members has a higher 

'd  then a committee of n members. 
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member will only influence the decision if he has the greatest 'd  on the committee.  

Alternatively, if the committee weights a member’s opinion in proportion to the member’s length 

of service, then new members will only have significant influence after years of service.    

If the members only communicate a dichotomous signal, then the benefits of new 

members are highly dependent upon the decision rule and current composition.  For example, if a 

committee uses a simple majority decision rule and the committee is equally divided between 

liberal and conservative members with the conservative chair casting the tiebreaking vote, then 

an additional liberal member changes the committee from conservative to liberal.  Alternatively, 

if the committee consists of only conservative members, then the addition of a liberal member 

has minimal influence.   

Therefore, the influence of increasing committee size depends upon the weighting 

method, communication method, bias of the current committee members, and the new member’s 

'd  relative to the other members.   

2.  Mean of Members Detection Ability ( 'dμ ) 

An audit committee can increase 'dμ  by increasing the amount of time discussing issues, 

engaging in member training programs, employing consultants to provide additional evidence, or 

gathering additional evidence from the external or internal auditor.  Trivially, observe that 

improving 'dμ  improves the committee’s 'd  when a continuous signal is communicated 

independent of the weighting scheme: 

( )( )

1
22

'
2 2

' ' '

( ' ) (1 ) 0
1 ( 1) (1 ( 1)) (1 )

ideal d

d d d

d d n
d n n
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If the members’ communication is limited to a dichotomous signal, then the effect on 

committee effectiveness from increasing 'dμ  is more complex.  Increasing 'dμ  means that each 

member is more likely to correctly differentiate between opportunistic and truthful reporting, 

hence the probability that the members communicate the correct signal increases.  However, it is 

possible that the increase in 'dμ  will not be sufficient to cause the members to alter their 

conclusion.   

Therefore, regardless of the weighting schemes or communication method, increasing 

'dμ  either has no effect or improves committee effectiveness. 

3.  Diversity (Inter-member correlations of ability- ρ ) 

Diversity refers to differences in knowledge bases and perspectives that members bring to 

the committee based on differences in education, experience, and expertise (Jackson [1992]).  

Diversity promotes divergent thinking (Nemeth [1986]), reduces conformity pressure (DeDreu 

and deVries [1996]), and promotes thoughtful consideration (Nemeth [1986]).  While a high ρ  

promotes an efficient discussion, consensus of opinion, and limited conflict, high ρ is not 

necessarily optimal since extended discussion and conflicts increase decision accuracy.  2
'dσ  

exists among members with high 'd  because some members may have greater accounting 

expertise while others may have greater industry-specific knowledge.  The effect of increasing 

ρ  under optimal weighting is: 
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There is a range where increasing ρ  will enhance 'd  and a range where it will not (Figure 

2-4 and 2-5).   

If non-optimal weighting is used, then ρ  may be undesirable.  Observe that with uniform 

weighting, performance only increases from reducing the ρ among members with uniform 

weighting:  
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The benefits of diversity are conditional.  Non-experts will not enhance audit committee 

effectiveness if the experts do not consider the non-expert’s opinions, or if non-experts 

consistently defer to experts.  Experts will not consider non-experts’ opinions if they believe 

non-expert’s opinions are not relevant, or if the non-experts are unable to articulate their 

opinions (Matz and Wood [2005]).  Non-experts opinions may be discounted because they 

deviate significantly from the rest of the committee.  If interpersonal influence decays 

exponentially as a non-expert’s opinion deviates from the experts’ opinion, then a non-expert’s 

weight in the decision is a function of the total discrepancies between the non-expert and 

everyone else.  Mathematically, this is: 
1
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where θ is a positive constant.  Under this approach, a non-experts opinion enhances decision 
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quality, provided that the opinion is not ‘too different’ from the rest of the committee.  This is 

consistent with a trimming heuristic where experts ignore outlying opinions (Yaniv and Hogarth 

[1993]).   

  It is likely that the more technical the issue, the more likely that expert and non-expert 

opinions will conflict.  Non-experts may defer to experts because of a feeling of social pressure 

to comply, a desire to reduce their responsibility if a problem occurs, or a bias of assuming 

expert equals correct analysis (Harvey and Fischer [1997]).12 Therefore, the influence of non-

expert opinions may be proportionate to the technical difficulty of the issue. 

4.  Weighting 

The weighting scheme determines how effectively the committee combines the individual 

contributions into a decision.  Under optimal weighting, the committee considers not only a 

member’s opinion, but also his ability.  Under uniform weighting, one’s opinion matters, but not 

one’s competence.  A more effective weighting scheme increases the committee’s 'd  (Figure 2-

6).  While there are many additional non-optimal weighting schemes, the one constant of any 

non-optimal weight is that the committee fails to realize its potential. 

5.  Procedural Mechanisms 

Procedural mechanisms govern how the committee operates.  The procedural 

mechanisms include discussion protocols, agenda setting protocols, and decision rules.  The 

model specifically highlights the importance of decision rules.  A committee can employ a 

number of different decision rules: unanimous agreement before action, simple majority, super-

majority, etc.  Changing the decision rules can change the decision.  For example, if the decision 

rule requires unanimous approval, then the committee is liberal if a single member has a liberal 

                                                 
12 This is similar to the stereotype biases identified in Cialdini [1984] where consumers would assume jewelry is of 
higher quality simply if the price were higher. 
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bias or low 'd .  Under this scenario, the members with the most liberal bias or lowest 'd  

determine the outcome and not the more skilled, unbiased members.  However, if the committee 

employed a simple majority decision rule, then the influence of any one individual declines.  

Therefore, in order to predict the influence of members it is important to understand how 

procedural mechanisms integrate individual contributions into a group decision. 

6.  Communication Method 

Committees have flexibility with what information the members communicate to each 

other.  Members can communicate a binary (i.e. agree or disagree comment), ordinal (i.e. 

strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree), or continuous signal (i.e. agree/disagree and 

exact degree of confidence).  If members communicate a more informative signal, then the 

likelihood of reaching the correct decision increases as the members have more information to 

jointly consider.  As identified in the model, the most informative signal the members can 

communicate is the likelihood ratio.  When transmitting a dichotomous signal, the committee’s 

ability to efficiently weigh the member’s opinion is limited.  Therefore, while traditional 

decision-making is predicated upon members tallying votes for or against a motion, decision-

accuracy can be improved if the members communicate a degree of support for or against a 

motion. 

7.  Member Incentives (Committee Bias) 

The ideal incentive structure yields a high utility for correctly identifying truthful and 

opportunistic reporting, and a high disutility for failing to identify opportunistic reporting and 

false alarms.  If the penalty for failing to identify when the manager reports opportunistically is 

too high, then the member will always conclude that the manager reports opportunistically, 

thereby inflating false alarms.  If the relative reward for correctly concluding opportunistic 
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reporting is too low, then the member will always conclude truthful reporting.  Therefore, to 

understand the bias it is necessary to understand how these incentives influence the member’s 

judgment. 

Further, the bias depends upon the risk environment.  In a high-risk environment, the 

members will be more likely to conclude opportunistic reporting than in a low-risk environment.  

Many factors may influence the audit committee member’s assessment of the risk environment, 

such as managerial incentives to opportunistically report and auditor quality.  If the manager has 

strong incentives to opportunistically report, then the risk of opportunistic reporting is greater 

than if the manager has weak incentives to opportunistically report, assuming the managers are 

utility maximizers.  When the firm employs a low quality auditor, then the probability of 

opportunistic reporting is greater than when the firm employs a high quality auditor, assuming 

high quality auditors are more effective at preventing opportunistic reporting.   

8.  Independence (Non-incentive based bias) 

The model assumed that committee members make their decisions, in part, by evaluating 

their incentives.  However, other biases may distort the evidence threshold.  For example, if the 

members trust management, then they may require a significantly greater amount of evidence 

before concluding the manager is acting opportunistically.  Alternatively, other biases may lead 

the members to adjust their effort level (i.e. adjust 'd  ).  The presumption among regulators is 

that a bias reduces 'd  and increases the evidence threshold, but it is possible that a conservative 

bias will have the opposite effect.  For example, if the members dislike the manager, then they 

may reduce their evidence threshold.  Regardless, any bias will have an influence on the 

decision. 

9.  Strength of Signal 
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The smaller the difference between the E and ES, the more difficult it is to differentiate 

between E and ES.  For example, it is much more difficult to detect evidence of a quantitatively 

immaterial distortion than to detect evidence of a quantitatively material distortion.  Therefore, 

the effectiveness of the committee depends upon the magnitude of the signal under 

consideration. 

A secondary factor that influences the committee’s ability to differentiate between the E 

and ES is the ability of the manager to act opportunistically while appearing to act truthfully.  

The audit committee must evaluate the evidence presented by management.  The more effective 

managers are at disguising inappropriate behavior, the more the behavior will go undetected.  

While it is impossible to capture this managerial attribute, several factors may influence the 

manager’s ability to distort earnings, such as accounting expertise, tenure, and executive 

influence over the board. 

10.  The Status Quo  

If the committee fails to find sufficient evidence that R≠E, then it will conclude R=E, but it 

would be equally valid to conclude R≠E unless there is sufficient evidence to conclude that R=E.  

Some may argue that Sarbanes-Oxley changed the status quo from the manager having free reign 

to implement policies unless the audit committee interceded, to the manager requiring approval 

before he can implement any policy.  The significance of the status quo is especially important 

when considered jointly with the decision rule.  For example, if the status quo is to reject 

managerial actions unless the audit committee unanimously allows it, then a single member can 

compel conservative behavior.  However, if the status quo is to allow managerial action unless 

the audit committee unanimously allows it, then a single member can compel libel behavior.   
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Reconciling the Model and the Literature 

To examine the validity of my model, I compared the recent literature on audit committees 

with models observation to determine if the observations are consistent with the empirical 

evidence. 

Observation 1: Committee Size 

 Audit committee size is one of the most researched determinants of audit committee 

effectiveness.  Larger audit committees are less likely to have suspicious auditor switches, and 

restatements (Archambeault and DeZoort [2001], Carcello et al. [2006]).  However, the recent 

findings were more ambiguous.  For example, recent work found no association between 

committee size and internal control problems, restatements, and earnings management (Abbott et 

al. [2004], Bedard et al. [2004], Krishnan [2005], Vafeas [2005]).  In addition, several studies did 

not even consider committee size (Klein [2002], Song and Windram [2004], Yang and Krishnan 

[2005]).  While these null results suggest that the importance of audit committee is declining, it 

is more likely that the regulatory changes that established a minimum committee size have 

homogenized the data, making it difficult to detect a relationship.  Therefore, despite the lack of 

evidence in some recent work, there is strong evidence that audit committee effectiveness 

depends upon the size of the committee. 

Observation 2: Member Ability 

The importance of an audit committee’s technical skills has been the focal point of many 

studies.  For example, audit committees with experts are less likely to experience suspicious 

auditor switches, fraud, restatements, earnings management, or internal control problems 

(McMullen and Ragjhunandam [1996], Beasley et al. [2000], Archambeault and DeZoort [2001], 

Xie et al. [2003], Abbott et al. [2004], Krishnan [2005], Yang and Krishnan [2005], Carcello, et 

al. [2006]).  However, Song and Windram [2004] found no evidence in the U.K. of an 
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association between audit committee expertise and financial reporting problems.  Carcello et al. 

[2006] found that accounting experts reduce the incidence of earnings management, but strong 

governance negates the benefits of a financial expert.  Therefore, there is strong evidence that 

audit committee effectiveness depends upon the member’s 'd . 

Observation 3: Diversity 

 Only recently have researchers considered the implications of diversity on audit 

committee effectiveness.  Initial work by McDaniel et al. [2002] experimentally examined the 

differences in how experts and non-experts (literates) consider issues.  They found that experts 

focus on less-prominent, recurring issues, while literates focus on more prominent, nonrecurring 

issues.  Subsequent archival research examined how different experts influence reporting quality.  

Xie et al. [2003] found that accounting experts, corporate experts, and investment bankers 

enhanced a committee’s ability to prevent earnings management.  Bedard et al. [2004] found that 

financial experts and governance experts influenced an audit committee’s willingness to allow 

aggressive earnings management.  Carcello, Hollingsworth, Klein and Neal [2006] found that 

both accounting experts and non-experts reduce the incidence of earnings management.  

Therefore, there is preliminary evidence that suggests audit committee effectiveness depends 

upon at least one type of diversity of the committee.   

Observation 4:  Weighting 

 The research to-date has yet to consider how the committee weighs individual member 

opinions.  The interviews by Gendron and Bedard [2006] suggested that the members do 

consider a variety of factors when weighing individual member opinions.  In particular, one 

interviewee claimed that long-tenure members were more influential.  Further, the interviewees 

suggested that new members and non-experts damage their credibility by asking questions 
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perceived as irrelevant.  Therefore, there is only anecdotal evidence that audit committee 

effectiveness depends upon how the committee weighs individual member opinions. 

Observation 5: Procedural Mechanism 

Spira [2002] argued that ceremonial features surrounding audit committee meetings play a 

role in the committee’s effectiveness.  Gendron and Bedard [2006]’s interviews of audit 

committee members confirmed this intuition.  Therefore, there is anecdotal evidence that audit 

committee effectiveness depends upon the procedural mechanisms. 

Observation 6: Communication Method 

 While it is doubtful that audit committee communication would ever be restricted to a 

dichotomous signal, how well the committee communicates information is critical to its success.  

Spira [2002] and Gendron and Bedard [2006] claimed that audit committees operated by 

consensus and discussion.  If the committee spends more time in discussion, then the members 

will share more information. Theoretically, meeting time should be positively associated with 

audit committee effectiveness.  Unfortunately, audit committees do not disclose the meeting time 

in the proxy statement and no survey to date has linked meeting length to audit committee 

effectiveness.  Therefore, while there is strong theory to suggest audit committee effectiveness 

depends upon the communication method, there is no empirical evidence to support this 

assertion. 

Observation 7: Incentives 

Empirical researchers have focused upon the influence of equity incentives and 

reputation incentives.  The research on the relationship between audit committee incentives and 

audit committee effectiveness is mixed.  Klein [2002] found that the presence of a blockholder13
 

                                                 
13 Klein [2002] defines a blockholder as a member owning greater than 5 percent of the company. 
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on the audit committee reduced the level of abnormal accruals.  Bedard et al. [2004] found that 

the greater the audit committee members’ ratios of options to stock holdings, the more likely the 

audit committee members were to tolerate extreme earnings management.  Vafeas [2005] found 

no evidence of a relationship between equity holdings and the likelihood that a firm’s earnings 

met the previous year’s earnings level.  He found that equity holdings were negatively related to 

the likelihood that a firm meets analysts’ forecasts.  Yang and Krishnan [2005] found that equity 

holdings of independent and non-independent members were positively related to the level of 

abnormal accruals.  Collectively, these results demonstrate that equity holdings influence the 

committee’s judgment, but the direction is not consistent.  To date, there is no explanation for 

these inconsistencies. 

Similarly, prior research has found mixed evidence on the influence of audit committee 

directorships.  Directorships are positively associated with monitoring effectiveness (Fama 

[1980], Fama and Jensen [1983], Milgrom and Roberts [1992], Srinivasan [2005], Yang and 

Krishnan [2005]).  However, directors have strong incentives to develop a reputation as pro-

management because CEOs nominate members with a pro-management bias (Vancil [1987], 

Petra [2005], Shivdasani and Yermack [1999]).  These conflicting effects may explain the null 

results in Song and Windram [2004] and Vafeas [2005]. 

Observation 8:  Independence 

 Audit committee independence is one of the first determinants of audit committee 

effectiveness considered by researchers.  Consistent with expectations, independence was 

positively associated with effectiveness.  For example, companies with independent audit 

committees were less likely to experience earnings management, internal control problems, SEC 

sanctions for fraudulent or misleading financial reporting, fraud, and suspicious audit switches 
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than companies without independent audit committees (McMullen and Ragjhunandam [1996], 

Abbott et al. [2000], Beasley et al. [2000], Archambeault and DeZoort [2001], Klein [2002], 

Bedard et al. [2004], Krishnan [2005]).  However, Yang and Krishnan [2005] found no evidence 

of an association between audit committee independence and quarterly earnings management. 

While the current regulations require that all audit committee members be independent, 

not all independent members are equally unbiased. For example, some independent members 

have a pro-management bias (high zc) (Shivdasani and Yermack [1999]).  Carcello et al. [2006] 

found that if the CEO were involved in the nominating process, then the likelihood of 

restatement is increases even if the members are independent.   

Therefore, there is strong evidence that audit committee effectiveness depends upon the 

committee members’ independence. 

Observation 9:  Strength of Signal 

 While research has considered the effectiveness of audit committees in preventing many 

different types of financial reporting problems (fraud, SEC sanctions, restatements, earnings 

management), no study has examined the relative effectiveness of audit committees in differing 

settings.  Therefore, there is no evidence that audit committee effectiveness depends upon the 

magnitude of reporting error under consideration. 

Observation 10: Status Quo 

 While it is impossible to identify individual member preconceptions, many of the recent 

reforms have shifted the status quo from managerial freedom unless the audit committee 

intervenes to managerial constraint unless the audit committee allows discretion.  For example, 

before 2002, there were no restrictions on auditor provided non-audit services, but Sarbanes-

Oxley prohibited all non-audit services unless the audit committee specifically allows it.  
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Therefore, there is strong evidence suggesting that audit committee effectiveness depends upon 

the status quo. 

Reconsidering the DAHR Model 

In this final section, I will examine how my model compares to the DAHR Model and 

will propose to extensions to the DAHR Model. 

Consistency with DAHR Model 

  Each of the four core factors in the DAHR Model is consistent with my model.  If the 

committee does not have the authority to make a decision, then it is not effective since the status 

quo always remains (observation 10).  If the committee has greater resources (i.e. larger 

committee size), then it is more likely to be effective (observation 1).  If a committee has greater 

expertise (i.e. higher 'dμ ), then it is more likely to be effective (observation 2).  If the committee 

lacks independence, then there are three possible effects.  First, non-independent members may 

calculate their zc independent of their incentives.   Second, non-independent members may be 

less risk averse.  If the members are trusting management, then they underestimate the risk of a 

reporting problem.  Third, 'd  may decline because the non-independent members are less 

diligent.  If the members are trusting management, then they may reduce their effort or accept 

their bias assessment of the manager as evidence of the truthfulness of the financial reporting.  

The net result of these three effects is that the committee is less effective (observation 8).  If a 

committee is more diligent (i.e. higher 'dμ ), then it is more likely to be effective (observation 2).  

Collectively, this indicates that the DAHR model is consistent with the decision-making 

processing model theorized in my study. 

While the DAHR Model is consistent with my model, it fails to capture all the factors. 

Therefore, I proposed two modifications to better reflect the decision-making process (Figure 2-
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3).  First, expand the model to consider the influence of managers on the decision-making 

process.  Second, divide the process section into two factors: individual contributions and group 

processing.  Individual contributions are a function of diligence and incentives.  Group 

processing is a function of procedural mechanisms and group dynamics.   

External Influences 

The DAHR Model failed to consider how any external factor influences the committee’s 

effectiveness.  Yet audit committee ineffectiveness is only possible if the manager acts 

inappropriately because the audit committee cannot eliminate opportunistic behavior if there is 

none.  Therefore, to understand when the audit committee is ineffective, it is necessary to 

understand managerial behavior.  Nelson et al. [2003] identified many factors that influence the 

managerial decisions such as industry factors, suppliers, and the regulatory environment.  Two 

specific factors that may affect the manager’s influence on audit committee effectiveness are 

managerial ability and managerial incentives (Figure 2-3).   

Managerial ability represents the manager’s capability to manage earnings in such a way 

as to benefit himself and be allowed by the auditor and audit committee.  This capability depends 

upon the manager’s accounting skills and organizational power.  When the manager has greater 

accounting skills, then he is more capable of designing transactions to subvert the accounting 

principles.  Aier et al. [2005] found that the likelihood of restatement was negatively related to 

the CFO’s accounting expertise.   

The manager’s power represents the manager’s ability to influence the reporting system.  

The manager’s power depends upon many factors such as the strength of the internal audit 

function, the manager’s role in the nomination process, and the manager’s personality.  A strong 

internal audit function will limit the manager’s ability to act without the audit committee 

knowing.  For example, an increase in internal audit function’s status may prevent or detect 
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material misstatements (Raghunandan and McHugh [1994]).  Further, if the internal audit 

function reports to the CEO, then the internal audit function effectiveness diminishes 

(Raghunandan et al. [2001], Raghunandan et al. [1998]).  When the manager has a role in the 

nominating process, he has the ability to place pro-management members on the audit committee 

and remove unaccommodating members.  Carcello et al. [2006] found CEO involvement in the 

nominating process comprises audit committee effectiveness.   

According to agency theory, managers will opportunistically report if it is in their best 

interest to do so.  The managerial incentives to opportunistically report include more job 

security, maximizing bonuses, and maximizing the value of personal equity holdings.  The 

likelihood of an irregularity is positively associated with the CEO’s incentives to 

opportunistically report (Efendi et al. [2004], Burns and Kedia [2005], Harris and Bromiley 

[2005]).  Specifically, CEO equity incentives are positively associated with opportunistic 

behavior (Klein [2002], Bartov and Mohanram [2004], Cheng and Warfield [2005]). 

Expanded Processing Section 

The second modification divides the process section into individual contributions and 

group processing.  Individual contributions represent the committee’s potential to be effective.  

The group processing represents how efficiently the committee converts individual contributions 

into a decision.  It is a function of procedural mechanisms and group processing. 

Individual contributions 

Individual contributions are a function of diligence and incentives.  While DeZoort et al. 

[2002] discussed diligence factors at length, audit committee incentives have received only 

passing consideration.  Audit committee members have a variety of incentives, including 

maximizing equity value and reputation development.  These incentives can motivate the audit 

committee to be liberal or conservative.   
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Audit committee incentives are only relevant when three conditions are satisfied.  First, 

the manager must have the potential to act opportunistically.  If the manager has no opportunity 

to misreport, then the manager will truthfully report.  Second, the auditor must be willing to 

allow a potentially opportunistic transaction.  If the auditors do not allow an opportunistic 

transaction, then the audit committee has limited ability to allow it.  Third, the decision must 

impact the audit committee member personally.  If the decision does not influence the audit 

committee member personally, then there are no incentives.  Numerous settings that satisfy these 

conditions, including prior to stock market transactions and to meet earnings targets (Shivakumar 

[2000], Teoh et al. [1998], Rangan [1998], Dechow et al. [1996]). 

Group processing 

How committees operate is as important to predicting committee performance as 

individual member attributes (Driskell, and Sala [1991]).  Groups differ from individuals in that 

they have higher confidence in wrong answers and lower confidence in correct answers, are less 

risk averse, and suffer from groupthink (Moscovici and Zavalloni [1969], Janis [1982], 

Puncochar and Fox [2004]).14  Group processing is a function of the procedural mechanism and 

group dynamics.  Procedural mechanisms are the rules and customs that govern the committee 

operations.  Group dynamics are the psychological factors that influence committee operations.  

Jointly, these factors determine how effectively the committee combines individual contributions 

into a single group decisions. 

Procedural mechanisms organize and regulate the interpersonal process through agendas, 

discussion rules, and decision rules.  The recognition of procedural mechanisms as fundamental 

to the group decision-making process is a relatively recent development (Davis [1992]).  While 

                                                 
14Groupthink is the psychological drive for consensus at any cost that suppresses disagreement and prevent the 
appraisal of alternatives in cohesive decision-making groups (Janis [1982]). 
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procedural mechanisms should facilitate decisions, they also influence, frequently in unexpected 

and undesirable ways, the committee’s decisions (Davis et al. [1997]).   

To illustrate the potential influence of procedural mechanism, consider the influence of 

voting protocols.  Voting protocols are the formal rules that govern how members translate 

opinions into a decision.  While some decisions may not require a formal voting protocol, on 

contentious issues, a voting protocol is essential.15,16 The most crucial voting protocol is the 

decision rule.  In a sense, it is the decision rule that determines the outcome, not the votes.  

Typical decision rules include majority, two-thirds majority, and unanimous agreement. 

Understanding the decision rule is critical to know which members to study.  Previous studies 

focus on the average member, but if unanimity is required, then knowing what the average 

member believes is not meaningful since it is the most demanding member that determines the 

outcome. 

Group dynamics refers to the effects created by combining the opinions and analysis of 

several individuals into a committee decision.  Group dynamics include discussion strategies, 

minority influence, group effects, and, notably, member diversity.  With the exception of 

diversity, audit committee researchers have not considered any of these factors.   

Typically, diversity is captured as the mix between experts and non-experts.  While experts 

are viewed as preferable to non-experts because they make judgments that are more consistent, 

have greater insights, have greater consensus, and have greater technical skills than non-experts, 

the inference that a committee of all experts is strictly superior to a committee with non-experts 

is dubious since diversity enhances decision-making (DeZoort [1998], De Dreu and West 
                                                 
15 For example, if there is only one viable option, or all members are in agreement, then a formal vote is likely not 
required. 

16 If there are no contentious issues then one must question why there is an audit committee.  If all the issues have a 
clearly preferred position then only a single decision-maker is needed. 
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[2001]).  Non-experts enhance a committee’s ability to identify additional issues and promote 

discussion of different issues (McDaniel et al. [2002]).  Braiotta ([2004]: 56) believed that “the 

committee should consist of both financial and non-financial people so that the board can draw 

on members from various professions, such as accounting, economics, education, psychology 

and sociology.”  Kosnik ([1990]: 138) contended that diversity “reduces the probability of 

complacency and narrow-mindedness.”  If non-experts are able to identify additional issues or to 

provide industry-specific insights, then a committee with a mix of experts and non-experts 

should identify at least as many issues as a committee of all experts.   

Limitations 

I modeled the audit committee decision-making process for a single decision.  This 

approach failed to capture the multi-period nature of the audit committee’s existence.  Not only 

do audit committees make a series of decisions in a single meetings, but the implications of their 

decisions can last several years.  For example, the decision to allow aggressive reporting in one 

period may limit the committee’s ability to allow aggressive reporting.  Future models should 

account for the ‘cost’ of loss flexibility as a cost of allowing aggressive reporting.  Further, the 

model also assumed that the auditor and manager accept the audit committee’s decision.  Yet, it 

is likely that the auditor and manager will alter their behavior in response to any decision.  Future 

models need to consider any potential cost or benefits to audit committee members based on 

changes in auditor or manager behavior. 
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Figure 2-2. Group decision-making process with signal detection theory 
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Figure 2-3. Modified model of audit committee effectiveness 
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Group d` as a function of Committee Size
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Figure 2-4. Committee size and d` 
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Group d` as a function of the Correlation Among Members
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Group d` as a function of the Correlation Among Members and Weighting Method
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Figure 2-6. Group d` and weighting method 
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CHAPTER 3 
SETTING AND DATA 

Audit committee incentives only influence the committee’s decision to allow 

opportunistic reporting when three conditions are satisfied.  First, the manager must report 

opportunistically.  If the manager reports truthfully, then the audit committee is unable to allow 

opportunistic reporting since their role is to oversee the financial reporting process, not actively 

initiate policies.  Second, the auditor must be willing to tolerate the opportunistic reporting.  If 

the auditor resigns over an issue, then this nullifies any potential gains from allowing 

opportunistic reporting.17  Third, ex post the decision to allow opportunistic reporting must 

influence outsiders’ perception of the firm.  If the audit committee’s decision to allow 

opportunistic reporting did not influence anyone’s judgment, then there would be no incentive to 

allow opportunistic reporting.   

In my study, I focused upon the audit committee’s decision to allow opportunistic 

reporting when earnings are near a key threshold because it satisfies these three conditions.  

When earnings are near a threshold, managers have strong incentives to opportunistically report 

(Burgstahler and Dichev [1997], Burgstahler and Eames [1998], DeGeorge et al. [1999], Myers 

and Skinner [2000], Dechow et al. [2003]).  Since many firms just meet rather than just miss an 

earnings threshold, researchers claim that managers must opportunistically report when earnings 

are near thresholds (DeGeorge et al. [1999]).  The auditor only has weak incentives to prohibit 

quantitatively immaterial levels of earnings management to meet the earnings threshold.18  

                                                 
17 If the audit committee were to allow a policy rejected by the auditors, then the auditor will either issue a going 
concern or resign.  If the auditor issues a going concern opinion or resigns, then any gains from allowing the policy 
are likely lost. 

18 I assume any earnings management is quantitatively immaterial because auditors are legally bound to prevent all 
quantitatively material misstatements.  While it is possible that some firms do have quantitatively material 
misstatements, they are likely very few unless there is a systematic problem with the auditor. 
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Caneghem [2004] found no evidence of an association between auditor quality and the likelihood 

that a firm meets the previous year’s earning level.19  The perceptions of firms that just meet 

relative to firms that just miss an earnings threshold vary dramatically.  There is a significant 

stock premium (discount) for firms that meet (miss) thresholds and that firms that meet (miss) a 

threshold are viewed as solid performers (underperformers) (DeFond and Jiambalvo [1991], 

Wild [1994], Dechow et al. [1996], McMullen [1996], Wild [1996], Barth, Elliott, and Finn 

[1999], Skinner and Sloan [2002]).20   

I examined the three thresholds documented by Degeorge et al. [1999]: the previous 

year’s earnings level, the zero earnings level, and the consensus analyst forecast.  For 

convenience, I refer to firms that have an earning change near zero as the “growth sample”, firms 

that have earnings near the zero as the “profit sample”, and firms that have an earnings surprise 

near zero (i.e. earnings less the consensus analyst forecast near zero) as the “analyst sample”.  

While I formed the profit and growth samples using a combination of hand-collected data from 

proxy statements and data from commercial databases, I formed the analyst sample solely with 

data from commercial databases.  I used different methods because using only commercial 

databases would produce too small a sample to conduct my analysis for the growth and profit 

sample.   

                                                 
19 If auditors were motivated to prevent earnings management near key thresholds, then one would expect high 
quality auditors to be more likely to detect evidence of earnings management. 

20 While there is some controversy regarding the existence of the kink in earnings, there is no dispute that there are 
incentives for managers to manipulate earnings to meet thresholds.  The absence of a kink may raise as many 
questions as the existence of a kink. 
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Variables of Interest 

In the empirical tests, I classified the variables under consideration into three categories: 

the dependent variables, the independent variables (audit committee incentives), and the control 

variables (audit committee ability, CEO incentives, and firm control variables). 

The Dependent Variables 

For the growth/profit/analyst sample, the dependent variable equaled one if the earnings 

change/earnings/earnings surprise is greater than 0, and zero otherwise.  This implicitly assumes 

that firms manage earnings if they just met a threshold and did not manage earnings if they just 

miss an earnings threshold.  Further, this suggests that the audit committee is effective if a firm 

just misses a threshold and ineffective if the firm just meets a threshold.  In robustness tests, I 

considered different definitions of ‘near’ a threshold.  For example, I initially considered near the 

growth threshold to be an earning change per share between -$0.05 and $0.05, but in the 

robustness test I considered near the growth threshold to be an earnings change per share 

between -$0.025 and $0.025.   

The Independent Variable: Audit Committee Incentives 

Two incentives that influence a committee’s decisions are equity holdings and 

directorships.  In Chapters 4 and 5, I discussed the expected influences of these factors at length.   

I calculated equity holdings incentives as 100 times the average of the member’s equity 

holdings divided by total shares outstanding at fiscal year-end.  This calculation is similar to 

Yang and Krishnan [2005]’s measure of audit committee equity holdings.21   

To examine the effects of the nature of equity ownership, I partitioned equity holdings 

into direct holdings and indirect holdings.  Direct holdings are the shares that the members 

                                                 
21 The results do not change if I define audit committee equity holdings as the natural log of the average approximate 
market value of the audit committee equity holdings. 
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personally own in the company.  Indirect holdings are all other holdings that the member is 

deemed to own by the SEC.  For the growth and profit samples, I differentiated between direct 

and indirect holdings from the details included in the proxy statements.  For the analyst sample, I 

classified equity holdings as indirect if the member is a designated director from another 

corporation.  Like Bedard et al. [2004], I calculated directorships as the members’ average 

current directorships held in other corporations as disclosed in the proxy statement. 

The Control Variables 

Audit committee ability 

Audit committee effectiveness depends upon many audit committee attributes and the 

larger governance environment.  I expected audit committee ability to be negatively related to 

the likelihood that a firm meets an earnings threshold.  For the growth and profit samples, I 

focused upon the audit committee ability attributes.  For the analyst sample, I focused upon a 

subset of these audit committee attributes and the larger governance environment.   

Profit and growth samples Audit Committee Ability Proxy 

I considered six determinants of an audit committee’s ability: independence, accounting 

expertise, tenure, committee size, charter, and meetings.22  I expected each of these factors to be 

positively associated with effectiveness (i.e. are negatively associated with the likelihood that a 

firm just meets a key earnings threshold).  I defined the variable as follows:23 

• Independence equaled 1 if the audit committee consists of only independent members, and 0 
otherwise. 
 

                                                 
22 While equity holdings and directorships may also influence a committee diligence, I consider them separately, as 
their influence is complicated.   

23 Reviews of the particular variables are in Chapter 2 and 3. 
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• Accounting Expertise equaled 1 if the audit committee has an independent accounting 
expert24, and 0 otherwise. 
 

• Tenure equaled the average number of years of service on the board of directors for the audit 
committee members.   
 

• Committee size equaled the number of members serving at fiscal year end. 

• Charter equaled 1 if the audit committee operates under a charter, and 0 otherwise. 

• Meetings equaled the number of meetings the audit committee held throughout the year.   

Analyst Sample Audit Committee Ability Proxy 

In the analyst sample, I considered a variation of the Dhaliwal, Naiker, and Navissi 

[2006] 2-factor governance proxy.  Specifically, I examined board and audit committee abilities.  

I expected strong governance to be negatively associated with earnings management. 

Like Dhaliwal et al [2006], I applied a four-step process to calculate the governance 

scores.  First, I identified several attributes for each factor.  Second, for each attribute, I 

determined if a firm met the necessary conditions to conclude that a firm has strong governance 

with respect to that attribute.  Third, I summed the individual attributes’ scores into a total factor 

score.  Lastly, I determined whether the firm has strong or weak governance based upon the total 

factor score for each factor. 

The specific board attributes were: 

• Board size: There is a negative association between board size and governance quality 
(Yermack [1996], Eisenberg, et al. [1998], Loderer and Peyer [2002]).  Jensen [1993] 
suggested that large boards are likely to be less effective monitors and are easier for CEOs to 
control.  I coded firms 1 if the board size is less than median, and 0 otherwise. 
 

• Board independence:  Although prior research is mixed, the prevailing view is that the higher 
the proportion of independent directors the more effective the board is at monitoring 
management (e.g.,Weisbach [1988], Rosenstein and Wyatt [1990], Rosenstein and Wyatt 
[1990],  Brickley, Coles, and Terry [1994], Dechow, et al. [1996], Beasley [1996], Core et al. 

                                                 
24 An accounting expert has a professional accounting designation or degree, or experience working at a senior level 
financial position. 
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[1999]).  Arguably, independent directors have more incentives to carry out their monitoring 
tasks and objectively question and evaluate management performance (Fama and Jensen 
[1983], Carcello and Neal [2003]).  Following prior studies, I coded firms 1, at least, 50% of 
the directors are independent, and 0 otherwise (Weisbach [1988], Denis, Denis, and Sarin 
[1997]).   
 

• Board experience: A member’s ability to monitor increases with the member’s experience on 
boards (Fama [1980], Kaplan and Reishus [1990], Ferris et al. [2003]).  There is a negative 
association between directorships and financial reporting problems (Bedard et al. [2004], 
Yang and Krishnan [2005]).  I coded firms 1 if the average number of directorships per board 
member is greater than 1, and 0 otherwise. 
 

• Board turnover: Longer tenured directors have greater experience and knowledge of the firm 
so they can more effectively constrain management than shorter tenured directors (Dhaliwal 
et al. [2006]).  However, since there is likely declining knowledge gains for each year of 
service, director effectiveness will likely not increase significantly after a few years.  There is 
also a risk that long serving members develop an inappropriate closeness to management 
(Vafeas [2003], Beasley [1996]). I coded firms 1 if the board has less than 20 percent of its 
members with less than 3 years experience, and 0 otherwise. 
 

• CEO-chair separation: CEO-Chair duality is associated with higher instances of SEC 
enforcement actions, higher control risk, lower sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm 
performance, and less voluntary disclosure (Dechow, Sloan and Sweeney [1996], Tsui, Jaggi 
and Gul [2001], Goyal and Park [2002], Gul and Leung [2004], Farber [2005]).  I coded 
firms 1 if the CEO and board chairperson positions are not held by the same individual, and 0 
otherwise. 
 

• Independent nominating committee: While the current independence standards prevent some 
inappropriate relationships between board members and management, there are still many 
potentially problematic relationships.  To ensure independent members are unbiased, 
corporations can use an independent nominating committee.  Independent Nominating 
Committees are negatively associated with financial reporting problems such as restatements 
(Nabar, Kim, and Heninger [2006], Carcello et al. [2006]).  I coded firms 1 if the firm has a 
nominating committee consisting of only independent members, and 0 otherwise. 

If the total board score was above 3, then I coded it as 1, and 0 otherwise.   

I consider three dimensions of audit committee quality: size, independence, and tenure.  

The related literature on these factors is discussed in Chapter 1.  The specific audit committee 

attributes are coded as following: 

• Audit committee size:  Consistent with the recommendation of the Blue Ribbon Committee 
on Audit Committees [1999], I coded firms 1 if the audit committee size has at least three 
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members, and 0 otherwise.   
 

• Audit committee independence:  Consistent with the Blue Ribbon Committee [1999], I coded 
firms 1 if the committee is composed of solely independent members and 0 if the committee 
includes at least one affiliated member.   
 

• Audit committee tenure:  I coded firms 1 if the average tenure of the audit committee is 
greater than the median, and 0 otherwise. 
 

I coded audit committee quality as 1 if the score was 3, and 0 otherwise. 

CEO incentives 

While CEOs have many incentives to inflate earnings, such as job security and to 

maximizing future bonuses, the most important incentive is likely to maximize the value of 

equity holdings (Klein [2002], Bartov and Mohanram [2004], Burns and Kedia [2004],Efendi et 

al. [2004], Harris and Bromiley [2005]).   I partitioned CEO equity incentives into long-term 

incentives and short-term incentives. 25  Consistent with Safdar [2003], I expected short-term 

equity incentives to provide greater motivation to manage earnings than long-term equity 

incentives.  I viewed shares as long-term incentives since managers have limited ability to sell 

the stock.26  I classified non-exercisable options as long-term incentives because they may not 

vest for years (Cheng and Warfield [2005]).  I calculated long-term equity incentives as 100 

times the sum of shares owned and non-exercisable options divided by total shares outstanding at 

fiscal year-end.  I calculated short-term equity incentives as 100 times the exercisable options 

divided by total shares outstanding at fiscal year-end.   

Firm control variables 

Company size is a key determinant of a firm’s operating environment and the quality of 

internal controls (DeFond and Jiambalvo [1991], Beasley et al. [2000]).  I calculated size as the 
                                                 
25 The results do not change substantially if I do not combine unexercisable stock options and stock holdings, or if I 
consider unexercisable stock as short-term incentives. 

26 Stocks are more difficult to sell because of legal restrictions and the negative market response to large sells. 
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natural log of the market value of equity (Frankel et al. [2002], Ashbaugh et al. [2003], Vafeas 

[2005]).  Since the managerial discretion is negatively related to internal control quality, I 

expected firm size to be negatively associated with the likelihood that a firm meets an earning’s 

threshold. 

Leverage measures the closeness to the violation of debt controls (Yang and Krishnan 

[2005]).  I calculated leverage as long-term debt divided by total assets.  Since firms closer to 

debt covenant violation face greater pressure to report higher earnings, I expected leverage to be 

positively associated with the likelihood that a firm meets an earning’s threshold. 

I included the market-to-book ratio as a proxy for growth.  I calculated market-to-book 

ratio as the stock price at fiscal year, multiplied by total shares outstanding divided by the value 

of total assets.  Since stocks that have higher market-to-book ratio have greater pressure to meet 

earnings thresholds to avoid the torpedo effect documented in Skinner and Sloan [2002],  I 

expected book-to-market ratio to be positively associated with the likelihood that a firm meets an 

earning’s threshold. 

I included a control for litigation risk.  While the empirical evidence indicates that audit 

committee members do not affect litigation risk (Black et al. [2005]), auditors may be more 

conservative in high-risk industries.  A dummy variable equaled 1 for high-risk industries 

(pharmaceuticals, computer, electronics, and retail industries), and 0 otherwise.27  I expected 

litigation risk to be negatively associated to the likelihood that the firm meets an earnings 

threshold. 

                                                 
27 Matsumoto [2002] uses the following set of industries as high-risk industries SIC codes: 2833–2836, 3570–3577, 
7370–7374, 3600–3674, and 5200–5961. 
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I included a control variable for losses.  DeGeorge et al. [1999] theorized that there is a 

hierarchy of thresholds.  Specifically, they claimed that firms strive to achieve profitability, then 

to exceed the prior year’s earnings, and, then to meet analyst forecast.  Consistent with this 

hierarchy, I included a proxy for missing a lower threshold.  For the growth sample, I included a 

loss proxy that equals 1 if a firm failed to achieve profitability in the current year.  For the 

analyst sample, there were two loss proxies: failure to the meet previous year’s earnings level 

and failure to achieve profitability.  I expected the likelihood that a firm meets a higher threshold 

declined when the firm failed to achieve a lower threshold.  For the profit sample, I included a 

loss dummy variable that equaled 1 if the firm had negative earnings the previous year, and 0 

otherwise.28  This captured the reduced incentives to achieve profitability in the given year if the 

string of positive earnings is snapped in the prior year (Healy and Wahlen [1999], Myers et al. 

[2005]).   

The Growth Sample 

Sample Selection 

I formed the growth sample in three stages.  First, I identified all firms on Compustat 

with an annual EPS change between -$0.05 and $0.05 from 1999 to 2003.  I calculated EPS as 

earnings, excluding extraordinary items divided by total stock outstanding at year-end including 

convertible securities.29  I calculated EPS change as the difference in EPS from year t and year t-

1.  I considered the annual earnings figure because it is the only earnings figure that audit 

committees are required to review.  I restricted my study to firms near the previous year’s 

earnings level rather than the whole population because, like Dechow et al. [2003], I am 

                                                 
28 This is capturing the pressure a firm has to continually report positive earnings.  When a string of positive earnings 
is snapped, there is less pressure to have positive earnings this year. 

29 I report the results using diluted EPS but the results are unchanged if basic EPS is used. 
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attempting to understand the systematic differences between firms that just miss and firms that 

just meet the threshold.  I excluded financial institutions (Standard Industrial Classification [SIC] 

codes 6000–6999) and utilities (SIC codes 4400–5000) because of their unique regulatory 

environments (Table 3-1).30  Second, I identified which firms in the sample filed an electronic 

DEF 14A proxy statement with the SEC within 12 months of year-end (Table 3-1).  Third, I 

hand-collected all audit committee and CEO information from the proxy statements.  To be 

included in the sample, the firm must have disclosed all required information, have a single CEO 

throughout the year31, a minimum of one audit committee meeting32, an unqualified auditor 

opinion, a minimum of two members on the audit committee, and a single class of shares (Table 

3-1).   

The sample was divided relatively evenly across the years (Table 3-1).  The largest sample 

year was 2003 with 23 percent of the observations and the smallest sample year was 1999 with 

17 percent of the observations.  For every year, the number of firms that met the previous year’s 

earnings level is greater than the number of firms that did not.  This is consistent with the kink 

documented by previous researchers (e.g.  Degeorge et al. [1999]).   

Descriptive Statistics 

An analysis of the correlation among key variables showed no evidence of multi-

collinearity among key variables (Table 3-2).33  Inconsistent with prior research, my results 

indicate that companies with charters are more likely to achieve earnings thresholds (Table 3-3).  

                                                 
30 This is consistent with (Cheng and Warfield, [2005]). 

31 I exclude multiple CEO firms because it is unclear which CEO will be responsible for the financial reporting 
process.  I exclude firms with CEO changes because new CEOs have different incentives to manage earnings (Wells 
[2002], Godfrey, et al. [2003]) 

32 If a committee does not meet, then it is incapable of having any influence. 

33 In unreported results, I examine the variance inflation factors and found no evidence of multi-collinearity.   
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The relative homogeneity for all other attributes between meet and miss firms is consistent with 

Dechow et al. [2003].   

The Profit Sample 

Sample Selection 

I formed a sample of firms that have earnings near zero using the same three stages as for 

the growth sample.  The only difference is that I identified all firms on Compustat with an annual 

diluted EPS between -$0.05 and $0.05 (Table 3-4) rather than an EPS change between -$0.05 

and $0.05.34   The sample was divided relatively evenly across the years (Table 3-4).  The largest 

sample year was 2003 with 24 percent of the observations and the smallest sample year was 1999 

with 17 percent of the observations.  For every year except 2003, the number of firms that 

achieved profitability was greater than the number of firms that did not.  The anomalous finding 

in 2003 may be caused by changes in the governance culture that motivated audit committees to 

be more zealous at eliminating income-increasing transactions and an economic recession. 

Descriptive Statistics 

An examination of the correlation between key variables of interest and descriptive 

statistics revealed no evidence of multi-collinearity among key variables (Table 3-5).  Counter to 

expectations, the descriptive statistics indicate that companies with charters are more likely to 

achieve earnings thresholds (Table 3-6).35  This suggests that more sophisticated audit 

committees are more willing to allow earnings management around thresholds.  Alternatively, 

high performing companies may adopt high quality audit committees to signal earnings quality.  

Overall, the relative homogeneity between meet and miss firms is consistent with Dechow et al. 

[2003]. 
                                                 
34 This is consistent with (Cheng and Warfield [2005]). 

35 In unreported results, I examine the variance inflation factors and found no evidence of multi-collinearity.   
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The Analyst Sample 

Sample Selection 

I formed a sample of firms that had an earnings surprise near zero in three stages.  First, 

using Institutional Brokers’ Estimate System (I/B/E/S), I identified all firms that between 1998 

and 2004 with an earnings surprise between -$0.01 and $0.01.  An earnings surprise is the 

difference between reported earnings and the consensus analyst forecast.  Of these firms, I 

identified which ones are included in Compustat, Investor Research and Responsibility Center 

(IRRC) Database, and Execucomp.  To be included in the sample, the firm must disclose all 

required information, have a single CEO throughout the year36, an unqualified auditor opinion, a 

minimum of two members on the audit committee, and a single class of shares. 

 The sample was divided relatively evenly across the years (Table 3-7).  The largest 

sample year was 2002 with 18 percent of the observations and the smallest sample year was 1998 

with 9 percent of the observations.  For every year, the number of firms that met analyst forecast 

was greater than the number of firms that did not.  This is consistent with the kink documented 

by previous researchers (e.g.  Degeorge et al. [1999]).   

Descriptive Statistics 

An examination of the correlation between key variables of interest showed no evidence 

of any multi-colinearity among key variables (Table 3-8).37  The descriptive statistics showed 

that the sample attributes did not vary between firms that met analyst expectations and firms that 

                                                 
36 I exclude multiple CEO firms because it is unclear which CEO will be responsible for the financial reporting 
process.  I exclude firms with CEO changes because new CEOs have different incentives to manage earnings (Wells 
[2002] Godfrey, et al. [2003]). 

37 In unreported results, I examine the variance inflation factors and found no evidence of multi-collinearity.   
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failed to meet analyst expectations (Table 3-9).38   The homogeneity between meet and miss 

firms is consistent with Dechow et al. [2003]. 

Differences in the Samples 

 There are some significant differences between the samples.  The growth and profit 

samples have more detailed audit committee variables than the analyst sample.  This difference 

exists because the IRRC did not collect many of the audit committee attributes, such as expertise 

and literacy.  The analyst sample did consider a larger set of governance variables such as 

nominating committee and board size, because I hand collected few board level attributes.  I 

collected few board level factors because of the lack of significant results on board level 

attributes and the exclusion of board level variables in the recent audit committee research (e.g.  

Bedard et al. [2004], Song and Windram [2004], Yang and Krishnan [2004], Vafeas [2005]), and 

the additional time requirements to collect board level data.  I elected to present the different 

approaches to demonstrate that my results are robust to significantly different proxies for audit 

committee ability. 

 The samples also differed in the period under consideration.  Specifically, the growth and 

profit sample covered the years 1999 to 2003, while the analyst sample considered the years 

1998 to 2004.  The growth and profit sample was restricted to a shorter time because of the time 

requirements associated with hand-collected data.  My results did not vary significantly if I 

restricted the analyst sample to the years 1999 to 2003. 

 The samples also differed in the firms under consideration.  The growth and profit sample 

needed to be listed on Compustat North America and have an electronic proxy filed with the 

                                                 
38 An examination of the particular governance attributes also revealed no differences between miss and meet firms. 
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SEC.  The analyst sample firms had to be in Compustat North America39, IRRC database40, 

I/B/E/S, and ExecuComp.41  The most significant variation between sample firms was the 

difference in firm size.  Specifically, the average market value of the equity was $3.25 million 

for the profit sample, $80.13 million for the growth sample, and $1,318.82 million for the analyst 

sample.  While sample selection may attribute to some of these differences, the variation may 

also be driven by difference in the type of firms that are near each threshold.  A related 

difference was the average equity held by audit committee members (direct equity holdings: 0.23 

percent in analyst sample, 1.19 percent in the growth sample, 1.34 percent in the profit sample) 

and CEOs (short-term equity holding: 0.88 percent in analyst sample, 1.82 percent in growth 

sample, 2.12 percent in the profit sample).  This is consistent with larger companies having more 

diversified ownership. 

                                                 
39 Compustat North America covers Standard and Poor’s North America. 

40 IRRC covers Russell 3000, Standard and Poor’s 500/Midcap/Small Cap. 

41 Executive Data is for Standard and Poor’s 1500. 
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Table 3-1. Sample selection for growth sample 

    Year   

  EPS Change 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 Total   
 -$0.05 to $0.00 373 363 421 393 459 2009  
  $0.00 to $0.05 433 452 457 508 605 2455  Firms in Compustat 
  -$0.05 to $0.05 806 815 878 901 1064 4464  

         
 -$0.05 to $0.00 233 208 206 211 257 1115  
  $0.00 to $0.05 252 277 241 256 278 1304  

Firms in Compustat 
with proxy 
statement on 
EDGAR   -$0.05 to $0.05 485 485 447 467 535 2419  

         
 -$0.05 to $0.00 135 119 116 124 144 638  
  $0.00 to $0.05 144 151 120 144 170 729  

Firms with all data 
requirements 
satisfied   -$0.05 to $0.05 279 270 236 268 314 1367   

EPS is the earnings per share calculated on a diluted basis.  
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Table 3-2. Pearson correlation of key independent variables for the growth sample 
 

  (1)  (2)  (3)  (11)   
(1)Audit committee direct holdings       0.17  **     
(2)Audit committee indirect holdings    -0.00  **     
(3)Audit committee total holdings       0.10  **     
(4)Committee size   -0.12 **     -0.04    -0.10 **    -0.08  **     
(5)Meetings   -0.22 **     -0.03    -0.16 **    -0.07  *     
(6)Charter     -0.11 **       0.01   -0.06 *       0.01       
(7)Ind. acc. expert   -0.08 **     -0.03     -0.07 *     -0.01       
(8)Average directorships    -0.14 **      0.05     -0.06 *     -0.10  **     
(9)Tenure    0.08  **     -0.09    -0.01       0.03       

(10)Wholly independent    -0.16 **     -0.09 **     -0.17 **    -0.03       
(11)CEO short-term incentives     0.17  **     -0.00       0.10  **    -0.00   
(12)CEO long-term incentives     0.17  **      0.05       0.15  **      0.03       
(13)Size    -0.31 **      -0.12 **    -0.28 **     -0.21  **     
(14)Market to book   -0.03       0.06 *     0.02        0.04       
(15)Leverage   -0.03       -0.01   -0.02     -0.00       
(16)Litigation risk   -0.03       0.03     0.01      -0.02       
(17)Loss current year    0.09  **      0.03    0.08  **      0.04       

*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10   
 All variables are defined in the appendix.   
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Table 3-3. Descriptive statistics of growth sample 
 
 Total sample Missed 

threshold Met threshold

  Mean Std. 
dev.  Mean  Std. 

dev.   Mean  Std. 
dev. 

Difference 
between miss and 

meet firms 
 

Audit Committee Incentives               
AC direct holdings 1.19 2.35 1.15 2.33 1.21 2.36  
AC indirect holdings 0.62 2.70 0.77 3.21 0.49 2.15**  
AC total holdings 1.81 3.70 1.93 4.13 1.70 3.26  
Audit Committee Controls         
Committee size 3.08 0.79 3.07 0.78 3.08 0.80  
Meetings 3.67 2.32 3.66 2.34 3.68 2.31  
Charter 0.73 0.44 0.70 0.46 0.75 0.43**  
Ind. acc. expert 0.41 0.49 0.40 0.49 0.42 0.49  
Average directorships 0.97 0.93 0.96 0.92 0.98 0.94  
Tenure 4.80 2.56 4.94 2.63 4.68 2.50*  
Wholly independent 0.87 0.33 0.86 0.35 0.89 0.31  
CEO Attributes         
CEO STEI 1.82 3.03 1.75 3.00 1.88 3.06  
CEO LTEI 11.58 16.82 11.80 16.53 11.39 17.08  
Control Variables         
Size 18.20 2.21 18.22 2.15 18.18 2.27  
Market to book 3.66 17.15 4.41 18.34 3.01 16.02  
Leverage 0.14 0.21 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.23  
Litigation risk 0.40 0.49 0.41 0.49 0.39 0.49*  
Loss current year 0.40 0.49 0.43 0.50 0.38 0.49    

Difference between miss and meet firms: t-tests for continuous variable and Mann-Whitney U for dichotomous variables  

*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10 (2 Tailed) 
All variables are defined in the appendix.  
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Table 3-4. Sample selection for profit sample 
 
    Year  

 
EPS 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 Total 

 -$0.05 to $0.00 377 428 496 531 589 2722 
  $0.00 to $0.05 282 251 267 282 254 1650 Firms in Compustat 
 -$0.05 to $0.05 659 679 763 813 843 4372 

        
 -$0.05 to $0.00 137 151 168 179 222 857 
  $0.00 to $0.05 170 146 155 171 136 778 

Firms in Compustat with 
proxy statement on 
EDGAR  -$0.05 to $0.05 307 297 323 350 358 1635 

        
 -$0.05 to $0.00 57 76 72 77 115 397 
  $0.00 to $0.05 97 90 109 106 104 506 Firms with all data 

requirements satisfied 
 -$0.05 to $0.05 154 166 181 183 219 903 
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Table 3-5. Pearson correlation of key independent variables for the profit sample 
    (1)   (2)   (3)   (11)   

(1) 
Audit committee direct 

holdings          0.08    

(2) 
Audit committee  

indirect holdings         -0.00  **  

(3) 
Audit committee total 

holdings         0.03  *  
(4) Committee size   -0.10 **    -0.01     -0.05     -0.12  *  
(5) Meetings   -0.13 **    0.01     -0.05     -0.10  
(6) Charter   -0.12 **    -0.01     -0.09 **    -0.03  
(7) Ind. acc. expert   -0.03     -0.01     -0.01      0.03  
(8) Average directorships   -0.09 **    0.05     0.01      -0.07  *  
(9) Tenure    0.09  **    -0.08 *    -0.03      0.01  

(10) Wholly independent   -0.12 **    0.02     -0.03      0.03  

(11) 
CEO short-term 

incentives    0.08  *    -0.00     0.03       0.02  **  

(12) 
CEO long-term 

incentives    0.05      -0.00     0.02      -0.02    
(13) Size   -0.26 **    -0.08 *    -0.18 **    -0.18  
(14) Market to book   -0.07 *    0.05     0.02       0.02  
(15) Leverage    0.03      -0.00     0.01       0.04  
(16) Litigation risk   -0.01     0.09 **    0.06      -0.02  
(17) Loss last year    0.01      0.03     0.04       0.08   

*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10 
 All variables are defined in the appendix. 
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Table 3-6. Descriptive statistics of profit sample 
 Total sample Missed 

threshold Met threshold

  Mean Std. 
dev.  Mean  Std. 

dev.   Mean  Std. 
dev. 

Difference 
between miss and 

meet firms 
  

Audit Committee Incentives                 
AC direct holdings 1.34 2.61 1.44 3.29 1.25 1.90   
AC indirect holdings 0.98 4.504 0.99 4.70 0.97 4.35  
AC total holdings 2.31 5.20 2.43 5.67 2.22 4.80  
Audit Committee Controls         
Committee size 2.95 0.68 2.96 0.70 2.94 0.66  
Meetings 3.63 2.25 3.63 2.27 3.63 2.23  
Charter 0.75 0.43 0.77 0.42 0.74 0.44  
Ind. acc. expert 0.40 0.49 0.42 0.49 0.38 0.49  
Average directorships 0.82 0.94 0.79 0.88 0.84 0.98  
Tenure 4.51 2.54 4.32 2.55 4.66 2.53**  
Wholly independent 0.86 0.35 0.85 0.35 0.87 0.34  
CEO Attributes         
CEO STEI 2.12 3.50 2.02 3.19 2.19 3.73  
CEO LTEI 11.94 16.83 10.79 15.82 12.85 17.55*  
Control Variables         
Size 15.05 2.01 15.12 2.08 14.99 1.96  
Market to book 3.07 15.89 2.43 19.95 3.56 11.77  
Leverage 0.15 0.31 0.18 0.42 0.13 0.18**  
Litigation risk 0.43 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.42 0.49  
Loss current year 0.54 0.50 0.61 0.49 0.49 0.50***   
Difference between miss and meet firms: t-tests for continous variable and Mann-Whitney U for 
dichotomous variables    

*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10 (2 Tailed)  
All variables are defined in the appendix.   
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Table 3-7. Sample selection for the analyst sample 

  EPS Surprise 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 Total

 -$0.05 to $0.00 39 55 70 70 94 91 79 498 

  $0.00 to $0.05 169 269 261 300 325 300 245 1869 
Firms with all data 

requirements 
satisfied 

  -$0.05 to $0.05 208 324 331 370 419 391 324 2367 
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Table 3-8. Pearson correlation of key independent variables for the analyst sample 

    (1)     (2)     (3)     (4)      
(1) Audit committee direct holdings                          
(2) Audit committee  indirect holdings         
(3) Audit committee designate       
(4) Audit committee total holdings       
(5) AC score   -0.07  0.00  **    -0.04  0.03  *    -0.06  0.00  **     0.41  0.00  **  
(6) Board score   -0.09  0.00  **    -0.01  0.61      -0.01  0.62       0.37  0.00  **  
(7) CEO short-term incentives    0.04  0.03  *    0.01  0.73      0.02  0.39      -0.14  0.00  **  
(8) CEO long-term incentives    0.07  0.00  **    -0.01  0.52      -0.01  0.50      -0.15  0.00  **  
(9) Size   -0.18  0.00  **    -0.03  0.21      0.00  0.85       0.38  0.00  **  

(10) Market to book   -0.06  0.00  **    -0.00  0.83      0.05  0.02  *     0.09  0.00  **  
(11) Leverage   -0.03  0.18      -0.00  0.85      0.02  0.24       0.01  0.75    
(12) Litigation risk   -0.02  0.27      -0.00  0.88      -0.00  0.89      -0.01  0.51    
(13) Loss    0.01  0.61      0.00  0.90      -0.01  0.51      -0.02  0.38    
(14) No growth    0.04  0.07      0.02  0.40      0.01  0.76      -0.04  0.03  *   

*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10        
All variables are defined in the appendix.           
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Table 3-9. Descriptive statistics of the analyst sample 
  Total sample Missed threshold Met threshold

  Mean Std. 
Dev.  Mean  Std. 

Dev.   Mean  Std. 
Dev. 

Difference 
between miss and 

meet firms 
  

Audit Committee Incentives                 
AC direct holdings 0.23 0.65 0.19 0.58 0.24 0.66  
AC indirect holdings 0.02 0.45 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.50  
AC designate 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.12  
AC total holdings 0.25 0.80 0.19 0.58 0.26 0.85*  
AC directorships 0.93 0.78 0.95 0.76 0.93 0.78  
Governance Controls         
AC control 0.71 0.45 0.73 0.44 0.71 0.46  
Board control 0.34 0.48 0.35 0.48 0.34 0.47  
CEO Attributes         
CEO STEI 0.88 1.19 0.90 1.20 0.87 1.18  
CEO LTEI 3.13 6.09 3.14 6.47 3.13 5.99  
Control Variables         
Size 21.46 1.58 21.50 1.62 21.45 1.57  
Market to book 1.02 1.16 1.00 1.06 1.11 1.45**  
Leverage 1.02 1.16 1.11 1.46 1.00 1.07*  
Litigation risk 0.31 0.46 0.30 0.46 0.32 0.47  
Loss 0.13 0.34 0.14 0.35 0.13 0.33  
No Growth 0.43 0.50 0.43 0.50 0.43 0.49    
Difference between miss and meet firms: t-tests for continous variable and Mann-Whitney U for 
dichotomous variables   
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10 (2 Tailed)  
 All variables are defined in the Chapter 3  
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Table 3-9 Continued. 
 Total sample (n=2367) Met threshold (n=1868) Missed threshold (n=499)   

  Mean 
Std. 
Dev. 

Fraction of 
firms with  
score =1 Mean 

Std. 
Dev. 

Fraction of 
firms with  
score =1 Mean 

Std. 
Dev. 

Fraction of 
firms with  
score =1   

Board size (number of 
members) 9.04 2.46 0.73 9.03 2.47 0.73 9.08 2.42 0.73   

Board independence (fraction 
of independent members) 0.65 0.17 0.69 0.65 0.17 0.69 0.66 0.16 0.71  

Board experience (average 
number of directorships) 0.86 0.61 0.39 0.85 0.61 0.38 0.89 0.62 0.42  

Board turnover (% members 
with less than 3 years 
experience 0.22 0.17 0.53 0.22 0.17 0.53 0.23 0.17 0.52  

CEO-chair separation 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.40 0.20  
Independent nominating 

committee 0.44 0.50 0.44 0.43 0.50 0.43 0.46 0.50 0.46  
Audit committee size (number 

of members) 3.59 1.04 0.92 3.58 1.04 0.92 3.61 1.05 0.94  
Audit committee independence 

(Fraction of members) 0.90 0.18 0.72 0.90 0.18 0.71 0.91 0.17 0.73  
Audit committee tenure 

(average years of service) 8.86 4.35 0.48 8.94 4.36 0.49 8.53 4.27 0.47  
Board score 2.97 1.12 0.31 2.95 1.12 0.31 3.05 1.10 0.34  
Audit committee score 2.12 0.68 0.29 2.12 0.68 0.29 2.14 0.68 0.30   
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Table 3-9 Continued. 

Distribution of governance variable scores   

Score 

Board score  
(6 point 
scale) 

Audit 
committee 

score  
(3 point score) 

Board  
binary score

Audit 
committee 

binary score  
0 15 18 1625 1674  
1 192 365 742 693 
2 601 1291    
3 817 693    
4 538     
5 186     
6 18         
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CHAPTER 4 
EQUITY HOLDINGS AND THE GROWTH THRESHOLD 

Hypothesis Development 

How do audit committee equity holdings influence an audit committee’s willingness to 

allow earnings management?  Much of the literature on audit committee effectiveness has 

focused upon the audit committee’s ability to be effective.  Yet, audit committees are composed 

of self-interested agents who make decisions to maximize their personal utility, not their 

effectiveness.  The literature on how audit committee equity holdings influence the committee’s 

willingness to allow aggressive reporting is limited and frequently inconsistent in its expectations 

and findings.   

Some researchers argued that equity holdings increase the committee’s incentives to be 

effective monitors (Shivdasani [1993], Short et al. [1999]), while others argued it increases the 

committee’s incentives to focus on short-term stock appreciation (Forker [1992], Carcello and 

Neal [2003]).   Klein [2002] found that having a blockholder42 on the audit committee reduces 

the level of abnormal accruals.  Vafeas [2005] found that audit committee equity holdings are 

negatively related to the likelihood that a firm meets analysts’ forecasts, as a proxy for earnings 

management.  Bedard et al. [2004] found that the greater the audit committee’ ratios of options to 

stock holdings, the more likely the audit committee members are willing to tolerate extreme 

earnings management.  Yang and Krishnan [2005] found that equity holdings of independent and 

non-independent members are positively related to the level of abnormal accruals.  Collectively, 

these results demonstrate that equity holdings influence the committee’s judgment, but the 

direction is not consistent.  To date, there is no theoretical explanation for these inconsistencies. 

                                                 
42 Klein [2002] defines a blockholder as a member owning greater than 5 percent of the company. 
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Researchers have been unable to reconcile these inconsistencies, in part, because there is 

minimal theoretical work on how audit committees make decisions (DeZoort et al. [2002]).  By 

not understanding how audit committees make decisions, it is problematic to predict how 

particular factors influence the decision-making process.  To reconcile the previous research, I 

used the model presented in Chapter 2 to predict how audit committee equity holdings influenced 

an audit committee’s decision to allow aggressive reporting. 

Cost-Benefit Model 

If the audit committee members have an economic interest in the decision, then their 

decision to allow or not allow aggressive reporting depends upon how the decision affects the 

members’ personally.  According to the model, the more the committee stands to gain from 

allowing aggressive reporting, the more willing the committee is to tolerate evidence of 

aggressive reporting, and vice versa.  Therefore, I examined how a committee’s decision 

influences a member’s wealth. 

How audit committee equity holdings influence the committee’s decision may depend 

upon how equity holdings are defined.  It is possible that certain types of equity holdings 

motivate one behavior, while other types motivate a different behavior.  For example, Guay 

[1999] found that the influence of stock options on CEO behavior was significantly different 

than the influence of stock holdings.43 

I considered two definitions of audit committee equity holdings.  The first definition 

defined equity holdings as the members total deemed ownership.  The second definition 

partitioned equity holdings into direct holdings and indirect holdings.  Direct holdings represent 

the shares and options that the members personally own.  With direct holdings, the member has 

                                                 
43 I do not consider the influence of options vs. stock holdings on audit committee behavior because the proxies 
provide limited details on the options of board members. 
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full voting, dividend, and disposal rights.  Indirect holdings represents holdings that the shares 

the member is deemed to own by virtue of his relationship with another corporation.  With 

indirect holdings, the member has conditional voting rights, no rights to dividends, and no right 

of disposal. 

Case 1: Total Equity Holdings 

How equity holdings influence the committee’s decisions depends upon how the 

committee’s decisions influence the stock price.  There are two potential outcomes if a 

committee allows aggressive reporting: there are no irregularities and the stock value increases, 

or there is an irregularity and the stock value decreases.  An irregularity is any event that results 

from the market detecting evidence of opportunistic reporting including restated earnings, fraud, 

SEC sanction, and subsequent qualified auditor opinion.  By assumption, any irregularity 

nullifies the gains from allowing aggressive reporting.  If the manager opportunistically reports 

and the audit committee allows it, then the likelihood of an irregularity increases.   

The influence of incentives depends upon the expected benefits if there are no 

irregularities, the expected costs if there is an irregularity, and the likelihood of an irregularity.  

The committee’s expected benefits of allowing aggressive reporting is: 

Expected net benefits of agressive reporting = (1-p ) (p )RE Gain RE LoseEH EHΛ + Λ  where: 

GainEHΛ  represents the committee’s expectations regarding the relative increase in the 

value of the equity holdings if higher short-term earnings are reported rather than lower short-

term earnings, assuming there are no irregularities.   

LoseEHΛ  represents the committee’s expectations regarding the decrease in the value of the 

equity holdings if there is an irregularity. 
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pRE  represents the committee’s assessment of the probability of an irregularity resulting 

from adopting aggressive reporting rather than conservative reporting. 

GainEHΛ  is positive because, ceteris paribus, the market prefers higher reported earnings 

to lower reporting earnings.  LoseEHΛ  is negative because the stock price decreases when there is 

an irregularity (Wu [2002], Palmrose, et al. [2004], Karpoff, et al. [2004]).  For example, 

Palmrose et al. [2004] documented a ten percent decline in stock price following a restatement.   

  pRE  is strictly positive because the committee can never know with certainty whether or 

not the manager opportunistically reported.  pRE depends upon the magnitude of the aggressive 

reporting, since the larger the manipulation the more likely it is that auditors or other outsiders 

will eventually detect evidence of the manipulation.44  Also, pRE depends upon the CEO’s 

incentives to report opportunistically.  The likelihood of an irregularity is positively associated 

with the CEO’s incentives to opportunistically report (Efendi et al. [2004], Burns and Kedia 

[2004], Harris and Bromiley [2005]).  Specifically, there is an association between CEO equity 

incentives and opportunistic reporting (Klein [2002], Bartov and Mohanram [2004], Cheng and 

Warfield [2005]).  As the CEO short-term equity incentives increase the perceived risk of an 

irregularity increases and the net benefits of allowing aggressive reporting decreases.   

Case 2:  Partitioned Equity Holdings  

 Direct holdings represent the equity that the members personally own. If the audit 

committee makes a decision that increases (decreases) the value of the holdings, then the 

member receives all the benefits (costs) of that decision.  With direct holdings, the member has 

                                                 
44 This is consistent with Law of Conservation of Income, which stipulates that total income over a lifetime is fixed 
so earnings management simply shifts when income is recognized and does not generate additional income.   
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the ability to sell his holdings to realize any gains from his decision.  The net expected benefit of 

direct holdings can be stated as: 

Expected net benefits of agressive reporting = (1-p ) (p )RE Gain RE LoseDH DHΛ + Λ   where: 

GainDHΛ  represents the committee’s expectations about the relative increase in the value of 

the direct holdings if higher short-term earnings are reported rather than lower short-term 

earnings, if there are no irregularities.   

LoseDHΛ  represents the committee’s expectations about the decrease in the value of the 

direct holdings if there is an irregularity. 

pRE  represents the committee’s assessment of the likelihood of an irregularity resulting 

from adopting aggressive reporting rather than conservative reporting. 

The properties of GainDHΛ  and LoseDHΛ  should be similar to properties of GainEHΛ  and 

LoseEHΛ  from Case 1 since both direct holdings and total holdings assume the members receive 

all the benefits of ownership.   

Indirect holdings represents holdings that the member is deemed to own by virtue of his 

position with another corporation or ownership in another corporation.  Members with indirect 

holdings are agents of the equity owner with a fiduciary responsibility to represent the owner.  

While prior research has not explicitly considered the influence of indirect holdings, Klein 

[2002] may have inadvertently captured the effect.  She examined the influence of equity 

holdings by considering the influence of blockholders on audit committee effectiveness.  She 

noted that large non-management shareholders are given seats on audit committees to monitor 

their investments.  She found that having blockholders on the audit committee reduces earnings 

management.  However, she did not consider whether the amount of indirect holdings influences 

the audit committee’s decisions, or if blockholders would allow small levels of earnings 
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management when there are strong incentives to do so.  The effect of indirect holdings depends 

upon the members’ expectations about how the equity owner will reward (discipline) them for 

their effectiveness (ineffectiveness).  As in Case 1, the members expected payoff is: 

Expected net benefits of agressive reporting = (1-p ) (p )RE Gain RE LoseIH IHΛ + Λ   where: 

GainIHΛ  represents the committee’s expectations about the increase in the value of their 

personal wealth gained if there are no irregularities and the firm aggressively reports. 

LoseIHΛ  represents the committee’s expectations about the decrease in the value of their 

personal wealth gained if there are no irregularities and the firm aggressively reports. 

pRE  represents the committee’s assessment of the likelihood of an irregularity resulting 

from adopting aggressive reporting rather than conservative reporting. 

  The absence of an irregularity likely provides minimal benefits to the members with 

indirect holdings.  The equity owner has employed the audit committee member to provide 

monitoring service and their compensation should be linked to that function.  It is unlikely that 

the equity owner would award additional compensation to the audit committee member for the 

firm’s operational success because the member’s role was to oversee the reporting process, not to 

participate in the operations.  Likewise, it is unlikely that an equity owner would discipline the 

audit committee member for requiring conservative reporting because their responsibility was to 

oversee the process, not inflate earnings to meet earnings thresholds.  Therefore, GainIHΛ is 

positive but near zero.   

If there is an irregularity and the firm’s value declines, then the members may be 

disciplined by the equity owners for the failure.  For example, the member may lose his or her 

board appointments following a restatement (Srinivasan [2005]).  Depending upon the magnitude 

of the failure, the members may also damage their relationship with equity owners.  If the 
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member is an employee of the equity owner, then a serious failure could lead to his or her 

dismissal.  Therefore, LoseIHΛ is negative.45   

The magnitude of the net benefits varies with the volume of indirect holdings because the 

more the equity owner has invested, the greater is their losses if there is an irregularity.  Further, 

the more the owner loses, then likely the greater the owner’s motivation to discipline an 

ineffective monitor.   

pRE  does not vary between the cases since the likelihood of an irregularly does not 

depend upon the audit committee’s equity holdings.   

 When Earnings are Near the Previous Year’s Earnings Level 

Using this cost-benefit model, I examined the association between audit committee equity 

holdings and the likelihood that current earnings meet or exceed the previous year’s earnings 

level.  If the audit committee allowed aggressive reporting, then, ceteris paribus, a company 

should be more likely to meet the previous year’s earnings level than if the committee rejected 

aggressive reporting.   

 According to Case 1, the influence of equity holdings depends upon the values of 

GainEHΛ , LoseEHΛ , and pRE .  Since the value of these factors is the members’ expectations, it is 

impossible to identify specific values.  However, it is possible to estimate the relative 

relationship between these factors using prior research.   

                                                 
45 Alternatively, a member owning equity in a company with an ownership interest in the firm may cause indirect 
holdings.  In this case, committee members represent not only their personal interests, but also the interests of the 
parent company.  While personal holdings may create incentives to allow aggressive reporting, the effect is likely 
muted because the members have limited ability to benefit from short-term price variations and it is unclear how the 
parent company’s stock price will vary if a subsidiary aggressively reports.  Therefore, 

GainIHΛ is positive but likely 
low.  If there is an irregularity, then the member may suffer reputation losses from proving to be an ineffective 
monitor.  Further, the members may incur relationship difficulties with the fellow owners in the parent company for 
failing to protect their mutual investment.  Therefore, 

LoseIHΛ is negative.   
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GainEHΛ  should be significant and positive since there is a pricing premium for firms that 

consistently exceed the previous year’s earning level.  LoseEHΛ is significant and negative.  

While there is no evidence to suggest that allowing aggressive reporting to meet the previous 

year’s earnings level would lead to Enron-type reporting problems, there is evidence to suggest 

that allowing aggressive reporting could lead to earnings being subsequently restated and stock 

value declining (Richardson et al. [2003]).  GainEHΛ  is likely smaller than LoseEHΛ because there 

is less potential upside associated with meeting an earnings target than downside associated with 

a reporting failure. 

pRE is likely low because if there were a high risk of a reporting error, then auditors 

would be vigilant in preventing aggressive reporting.  pRE depends upon the CEO’s short-term 

equity incentives.  When the CEO has low incentives, pRE is near zero so the net benefits of 

allowing aggressive reporting is positive.  As CEO incentives increase, the expected benefits 

decline so the committee should be increasingly biased against allowing aggressive reporting.  

Given the likelihood that a firm meets the previous year’s level depends upon the committee’s 

willingness to allow aggressive reporting, I hypothesized: 

H1: Audit committee equity holdings are positively associated with the 
likelihood that the firm meets the previous year’s earnings level, but CEO 
short-term equity incentives moderate this effect. 
 
For Case 2, I examined separately the effect of direct and indirect holdings.  The preceding 

discussion on Case 1 assumed that the members accrued all the benefits of ownership, which is 

the defining quality of direct holdings.  Hence, the influence of direct holdings on the 

committee’s willingness to allow aggressive reporting should be similar to the influence of total 

equity holdings.   
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For indirect holdings, it is unclear that any unique benefits would accrue to audit 

committee members for allowing aggressive reporting when earnings are near the previous 

year’s level.  Hence, GainIHΛ is positive but near zero.  LoseIHΛ  is significant and negative 

because the member will likely be disciplined for failing to fulfill the fiduciary responsibility. 

The influence of indirect holdings is also sensitive to the additional risk presented when 

the CEO has high incentives.  When CEO incentives are low, the expected net benefits is near 

zero, so the committee has no particular incentives to allow or not allow aggressive reporting.  

As the CEO incentives increase, the net benefits decline so the committee should be increasingly 

biased against allowing aggressive reporting.  Given the likelihood that a firm meets the previous 

year’s level depends upon the committee’s willingness to allow aggressive reporting, I 

hypothesized: 

H2A: Audit committee’s direct holdings are positively associated with the 
likelihood that the firm meets the previous year’s earnings level, but 
CEO’s short-term equity incentives moderate this effect. 
 
H2B: Audit committee’s indirect holdings are negatively associated with 
the likelihood that the firm meets the previous year’s earnings level, with 
the magnitude of the effect increasing with the CEO’s short-term equity 
incentives. 
 
 To summarize, for the extreme scenarios I expected: 

Effect of increasing holdings on the likelihood that a firm meets the previous year's earnings

 Total Holdings Direct Holdings Indirect Holdings 

CEO High Incentives Decreases Decreases Decreases 

CEO Low Incentives Increases Increases No Effect 
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Method 

Using the growth sample, I examined the influence of audit committee equity holdings on 

the likelihood that a firm meets the previous year’s earnings level with following logistic 

regression: 

year t year t-1(earnings earnings )=f(AC equity holdings, controls)- >0pr  

where the variables are defined in the appendix.   

Preliminary Analysis  

As reported in Tables 4-6, the pseudo-r2’s are relatively low (approximately 0.04), yet 

comparable to the pseudo-r2 of similar studies (Cheng and Warfield [2005]). As a preliminary 

examination, I replicated one of the tests of Vafeas [2005].  Vafeas [2005] examined the 

relationship between audit committee characteristics and the likelihood that a firm just meets the 

previous year’s earnings.  Like Vafeas [2005], I found no evidence of a relationship between 

audit committee equity holdings and the probability that a firm meets the previous year’s 

earnings level (Wald 0.36, p-value>0.1) (Table 4-1 Column A).   

Test of H1 

I found that the coefficient on audit committee equity holdings was positive and weakly 

significant (Wald 2.24, p-value <0.1) and the coefficient on the interaction between audit 

committee equity holdings and CEO short-term equity incentives was negative and significant 

(Wald 8.33, p-value <0.01) (Table 4-1 Column B).  My results indicate that when CEO equity 

incentives were less than 1.37 percent of total shares outstanding, the audit committee equity 
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holdings were positively associated with the firm meeting the previous year’s earnings level and 

negatively associated otherwise46.   

Test of H2 

I found that the coefficient on direct holdings was positive and significant (Wald 5.68, p-

value <0.01) and the coefficient on the interaction between direct holdings and CEO-short term 

equity incentives was negative and significant (Wald 2.92, p-value <0.05) (Table 4-1 Column C).  

My results indicate that when CEO short-term equity incentives were under 5.02 percent of total 

stock outstanding, then the audit committee’s direct holdings were positively associated with the 

firm meeting the previous year’s earnings level, and negatively associated otherwise.  The 

coefficient on indirect holdings was negative but not significant (Wald 0.89, p-value >0.1), and 

the coefficient on the interaction between direct holdings and CEO-short term equity incentives 

was negative and significant (Wald 6.97, p-value <0.01).  This indicates that indirect holdings 

have no influence on the committee’s decisions unless there was evidence that the manager has 

incentives to opportunistically report. 

Secondary Analysis 

I examined the robustness of my results by partitioning the sample according to CEO 

short-term equity incentives.  My results were the same for both specifications (Table 4-2).  

Consistent with expectations, when CEO short-term equity incentives were below the median, 

the coefficient on total equity holdings was positive (Wald 3.98, p-value <0.05), and when CEO 

short-term equity incentives were above the median, the coefficient on total holdings was 

negative (Wald 4.32, p-value <0.05).  When CEO short-term equity incentives were below the 

median, the coefficient on the direct holdings was positive (Wald 5.45, p-value <0.01), and when 

                                                 
46 I calculate the 1.37 percent by examine the B’s of the main effect and interaction effect. 
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CEO incentives were above the median, the coefficient on indirect holdings was negative (Wald 

7.24, p-value <0.01).  Consistent with expectations, the coefficient on indirect holdings was 

negative but not significant (Wald 0.28, p-value >0.1).  Unexpectedly, the coefficient on direct 

holdings when CEO short-term equity incentives were above the median was positive, but not 

significant (Wald 0.30, p-value >0.01).  This result is consistent with CEO short-term equity 

incentives moderating the influence of direct holdings. 

To verify that non-independent members did not drive my results, I replicated the 

analysis using a sample of firms with audit committees that were composed only of independent 

members.  My results were mostly consistent with H1 and H2.  My results indicate that total and 

indirect holdings vary with CEO incentives (Wald 3.29, p-value <0.05 and Wald 6.20, p-value 

<0.01 respectively) (Table 4-3).  There is no evidence that the influence of total or direct 

holdings independent of CEO incentives (Wald 0.72, p-value >0.1 and Wald 0.94, p-value >0.1 

respectively).  Collectively, this suggests that for committees with only independent members, 

direct holdings promote a focus on short-term stock appreciation and indirect holdings promote 

focus on improved monitoring.   

To examine whether or not difference in auditor quality drove my results, I partitioned 

the sample according to auditor quality.  Consistent with the prior literature, I used auditors size 

as a proxy for auditor quality.  The sample of firms that employed a Big 4/5 auditor yields mixed 

results (Table 4-4).  I found that increasing direct holdings made the audit committee more likely 

to allow aggressive reporting, but there was no evidence that the committee was responsive to 

CEO short-term equity incentives.  Further, as predicted, the audit committee’s indirect holdings 

were negatively associated with the likelihood that the firm met the previous year’s earnings 

level, with the magnitude of the effect increasing with the CEO’s short-term equity incentives.  
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My analysis using companies with non-Big 4/5 auditors was consistent with expectations.  

Collectively, these results suggest that members with direct holdings are more willing to rely 

upon the auditors to prevent earnings management when the auditor is high quality than when 

the auditor is low quality.  My results also suggest that members with indirect holdings do not 

rely upon auditor quality to determine their decisions. 

 To verify that outliers did not drive my results, I considered two alternative samples.  I 

considered a sample of companies with earnings per share between -$0.025 and $0.025 and a 

sample of companies with earnings per share between -$0.02 and $0.02.  These results with the 

restricted samples were consistent with the results from the full sample (Table 4-1 and Table 4-

5).   

 Given the potential noise in assuming that all firms that have small positive earnings 

growth managed earnings, I considered two alternative samples.  Specifically, I limited the 

sample of firms that I claim managed earnings to firms that have earnings per share between $0 

and $0.05 and a EPS change of less than five percent of sales (assets).  This restriction filtered 

out firms that likely could not have achieved their EPS through earnings management without 

having a quantitative misstatement. My results appeared stronger under this specification than 

the original specification (Table 4-6). 

Other Findings 

 In all models, I documented that CEO incentives were positively associated with the 

likelihood that a firm meets the previous year’s earnings level.  This is consistent with CEO 

incentives either promoting greater effort or opportunistic reporting.  I also found evidence that 

confirmed the Degeorge et al. [1999] hierarchy of incentives.  Specifically, the coefficient on the 

loss dummy was negative and significant.   
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Counter to expectations, the relationship between audit committee ability and the 

likelihood that a firm meets the previous year’s earnings level were, with one exception, either 

null or not in the expected direction.  The coefficient on audit committee independence was 

positive (Table 4-1).  This is consistent with Vafeas [2005] and Yang and Krishnan [2005], 

although their results were not significant at conventional levels.  The coefficient on charter was 

unexpectedly positive and significant (Wald >5, p-value <0.01 for all models).  This suggests 

that audit committees with greater delegated responsibilities were not necessarily enhancing 

reporting quality.  Collectively, these results also suggest that firms adopt high quality audit 

committees to compensate for low quality earnings.   

Discussion 

I used a cost-benefit model to predict how audit committee equity holdings influence the 

audit committee’s willingness to allow aggressive reporting when earnings are near the previous 

year’s level and found results consistent with the prediction.  This model can also reconcile four 

recent studies on the influence of audit committee’s equity holdings.  Klein [2002] found that 

large blockholders reduced abnormal accruals.  Since blockholders are more likely to have 

indirect equity holdings than direct holdings (Klein [2002]), this is consistent with indirect 

holdings reducing earnings management.  Vafeas [2005] found that equity holdings in Fortune 

500 companies were either not related to or negatively related to aggressive reporting.  Given his 

sample consisted of Fortune 500 firms, audit committee members with high levels of equity 

holdings were likely representatives of institutions, so the audit committee members likely had 

high indirect holdings.  Also, since the author did not consider how CEO incentives may 

moderate the influence of equity holdings, any null results may be attributable to this omission.  

Yang and Krishnan [2005] found that independent and non-independent equity holdings were 

positively related to quarterly abnormal accruals.  Since quarterly earnings are not audited, the 
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likelihood of an irregularity is likely nil.  Hence, the audit committees have little downside to 

allowing aggressive reporting in quarterly earnings.  Bedard et al. [2004] found that the ratio of 

options to stock for audit committee members was positively related to extreme earnings 

management.  Since the value of options is more sensitive to small changes in stock price than 

stock, members with more options than stock stand to gain more from allowing aggressive 

reporting and less to lose if there is an irregularity.  This is consistent with the model’s prediction 

that the greater the potential gain from allowing aggressive reporting, the more likely the 

committee is to allow aggressive reporting.  Overall, the cost-benefit model provides a plausible 

reconciliation of conflicting findings and a prescriptive framework for future research. 

My evidence indicated that audit committee behavior is sensitive to its incentives and the 

risk factors present.  This result was akin to the Hackenbrak and Nelson [1996] finding that 

auditors respond to their incentives according to the risk factors present.  My results added to the 

growing evidence that equity holdings induce self-interested behavior, even among independent 

audit committee members. 

These results make three contributions to the literature on audit committees.  First, I 

showed that the CEO’s incentives to misreport tempered a member’s propensity to allow 

aggressive.  This was evidence that audit committee’s decisions depended upon the risk factors 

present.  Second, I showed that the influence of equity holdings depends upon the nature of 

equity ownership.  Specifically, direct holdings induced self-interested behavior and indirect 

holdings induced improved monitoring.  Third, I presented and validated a model that 

harmonized the inconsistencies in the previous work on the influence of audit committee’s equity 

holdings.  Specifically, I presented evidence that suggests the inconsistencies are attributable to 
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an omitted moderator, namely CEO incentives, and a failure to disaggregate equity holdings by 

ownership type.   

These results have two regulatory implications.  It demonstrated the potentially 

problematic nature in audit committee members being financially vested in their decisions.  

While the committee appeared sensitive to the risk associated with CEO short-term equity 

incentives, it was willing to allow aggressive reporting when the risk is low, even if the 

committee consists of only independent members.  This suggests that audit committee members 

were seeking to maximize their wealth, not audit committee effectiveness.  I also showed that 

indirect holdings were positively associated with effective monitoring.  I found no evidence that 

indirect holdings impaired independence.  Therefore, it would be unwarranted to prohibit 

committee members from having indirect equity holdings.   
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Table 4-1. Logistic regression models of growth sample 
      Test of H1 Test of H2   
  Column A Column B Column C  

  
 Exp. 
sign   B   Wald    B   Wald    B   Wald  

    
Constant   ?  0.41 0.42  0.26 0.16  0.07 0.01   
Audit Committee Incentives      
AC direct holdings   +    0.08 5.68***  
AC indirect holdings   ?    0.03 0.89  
AC total holdings   +  -0.01 0.36 0.03 2.24*     
Interaction Effects        
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -    -0.02 2.92**  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -    -0.05 6.97***  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -   -0.02 8.33***     
Audit Committee Controls      
Committee size   -  -0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  
Meetings   -  -0.02 0.28 -0.02 0.30 -0.01 0.09  
Charter   -  0.43 5.23** 0.44 5.35** 0.46 5.80***  
Ind. acc. expert   -  0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03  
Average directorships   -  0.04 0.58 0.04 0.54 0.05 0.78  
Tenure   -  -0.03 3.66** -0.02 3.26** -0.03 3.87  
Wholly independent   -  0.24 1.82* 0.22 1.41 0.34 3.31**  
CEO Attributes      
CEO STEI   +  0.04 2.55* 0.09 9.33*** 0.08 6.69***  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.33 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.86  
Control Variables      
Size   -  -0.03 0.86 -0.03 0.68 -0.03 0.67  
Market to book + -0.01 2.28* -0.01 1.95* 0.00 1.30  
Leverage + 0.32 1.45 0.35 1.69* 0.36 1.80*  
Litigation risk   -  -0.04 0.12 -0.05 0.21 -0.05 0.19  
Loss current year   -  -0.30 5.61*** -0.29 5.53*** -0.32 6.42***  
Year controls included      
            

-2 Log likelihood  1850  1861  1839    
 Pseudo R square    0.04     0.03     0.05    

Sample size   1367             
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test   
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10         
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise         
All variables are defined in the appendix.             
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Table 4-2. Logistic regression models with growth sample partitioned by CEO equity holdings 
     Total holdings   Partitioned holdings  
  Column A Column B Column C Column D 

  Low incentive High incentives Low incentive High incentives 

  
 Exp. sign   B   Wald    B   Wald    B   Wald     B   Wald   

Constant   ?  0.29 0.11 0.56 0.32 0.14 0.02 0.16 0.03 
Audit Committee Incentives      
AC direct holdings    0.10 5.45*** 0.02 0.30 
AC indirect holdings    0.02 0.28 -0.10 7.24*** 
AC total holdings  0.06 3.98** -0.05 4.32**   
Audit Committee Controls      
Committee size   -  -0.10 0.95 0.14 1.19 -0.11 1.03 0.15 1.39 
Meetings   -  -0.04 0.66 0.01 0.05 -0.03 0.51 0.02 0.18 
Charter   -  0.42 2.55* 0.52 3.51** 0.45 2.80** 0.55 3.83** 
Ind. acc. expert   -  0.24 2.01* -0.20 1.40 0.24 2.09* -0.20 1.42 
Average directorships   -  0.05 0.27 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.37 0.03 0.13 
Tenure   -  -0.03 1.70* -0.02 0.71 -0.03 2.25* -0.02 1.14 
Wholly independent   -  0.22 0.66 0.40 2.47* 0.30 1.18 0.54 4.02** 
CEO Attributes      
CEO STEI   +  -0.26 0.87 0.08 7.00*** -0.23 0.72 0.08 6.77*** 
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.16 -0.01 3.69** 0.00 0.22 -0.01 4.27** 
Control Variables      
Size   -  0.00 0.00 -0.09 2.61* 0.00 0.00 -0.08 2.20* 
Market to book + -0.01 0.50 -0.01 1.81* -0.01 0.52 -0.01 1.38 
Leverage + 0.56 1.75* 0.24 0.45 0.57 1.79* 0.23 0.43 
Litigation risk   -  -0.14 0.62 0.00 0.00 -0.14 0.63 0.02 0.01 
Loss current year   -  -0.48 6.52*** -0.15 0.77 -0.49 6.88*** -0.17 0.92 
Year controls included      

-2 Log likelihood  914 916  911  912   
 Pseudo R square     0.05 0.06  0.06     0.07   

Sample size   680  686    681    686     
High incentive defined as CEO STEI > .95             
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test   
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10           
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise           
All variables are defined in the appendix.              
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Table 4-3. Logistic regression models of growth sample of firms with wholly independent audit 
committees 

     Total holdings  
 Partitioned 

holdings    

  
 Exp. 
sign   B   Wald    B   Wald   

  

Constant   ?  0.03 0.01 0.54 0.57  
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC direct holdings   +   0.10 3.15**  
AC indirect holdings   -   0.04 0.94  
AC total holdings  0.02 0.72   
Interaction Effects     
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -   0.00 0.01  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -   -0.07 6.20***  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI  -0.02 3.29**   
Audit Committee Controls     
Committee size   -  0.01 0.02 0.02 0.06  
Meetings   -  -0.02 0.57 -0.02 0.29  
Charter   -  0.32 2.35* 0.33 2.33*  
Ind. acc. expert   -  -0.03 0.06 -0.05 0.19  
Tenure   -  0.03 0.24 0.03 0.21  
Wholly independent   -  -0.03 4.70** -0.04 6.15***  
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  0.08 6.08*** 0.06 2.56*  
CEO LTEI   ?  -0.01 2.60 -0.01 3.02*  
Control Variables     
Size   -  -0.03 0.57 -0.02 0.21  
Market to book + 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.01  
Leverage + 0.13 0.20 0.12 0.18  
Litigation risk   -  -0.05 0.19 -0.07 0.31  
Loss current year   -  -0.25 3.40** -0.26 3.80**  
Year controls included     

-2 Log likelihood  1,620  1,609  
 Pseudo R square    0.03 0.04

Sample size   1195      
Sample includes only firms with wholly independent audit committees  
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10     
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise     
All variables are defined in the appendix.         
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Table 4-4. Logistic regression models with growth sample partitioned by auditor size 
    Large Auditor Small Auditor   

  
 Exp. 
sign   B   Wald    B   Wald   

  
Constant   ?  0.46 0.30  0.44 0.08   
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC Direct Holdings   +  0.09 2.45* 0.10 4.36**  
AC Indirect Holdings   ?  0.04 0.75 0.02 0.16  
AC Total Ownership   +     
Interaction Effects     
AC Direct Holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.01 0.09 -0.03 5.42***  
AC Indirect Holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.06 4.37** -0.05 2.74**  
AC Total Holdings  X CEO STEI   -     
Audit Committee Controls     
Committee Size   -  0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02  
Meetings   -  -0.01 0.12 0.01 0.03  
Charter   -  0.49 4.43** 0.45 1.59  
Ind. Acc. Expert   -  -0.13 0.90 0.37 2.51*  
Average Director   -  0.04 0.29 0.11 0.56  
Tenure   -  -0.02 1.07 -0.05 3.72**  
Wholly Independent   -  0.33 1.70* 0.35 1.33  
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  0.02 0.23 0.19 9.56***  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 1.08 0.00 0.01  
Control Variables     
Size   -  -0.04 0.94 -0.08 0.87  
Market to Book + 0.00 0.83 -0.02 5.31**  
Leverage + 0.13 0.10 0.58 1.93*  
Litigation Risk   -  -0.08 0.29 -0.11 0.20  
Loss   -  -0.37 5.81*** -0.25 1.13  
Year Controls Included     
         

-2 Log likelihood  1320  496  
 Pseudo R square    0.04     0.10   

Sample size   977    377     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10      
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise      
All variables are defined in the appendix.          
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Table 4-5. Logistic regression models with growth sample and narrow EPS range 

    
EPS between  

-$0.025 and $0.025 
EPS between  

-$0.02 and $0.02   

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B  Wald    B   Wald   

  
Constant   ?  0.11 0.01  -0.32 0.09   
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC direct holdings   +  0.08 3.38** 0.11 5.17**  
AC indirect holdings   ?  0.06 1.45 0.05 0.73  
AC total holdings   +     
Interaction Effects     
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.01 1.67* -0.03 4.13**  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.04 2.55* -0.05 2.56*  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -     
Audit Committee Controls     
Committee size   -  0.07 0.38 0.07 0.30  
Meetings   -  -0.03 0.56 -0.03 0.40  
Charter   -  0.44 3.02** 0.70 5.42***  
Ind. acc. expert   -  0.18 1.21 0.25 1.76*  
Average directorships   -  0.02 0.04 0.07 0.55  
Tenure   -  -0.03 3.29** -0.03 1.62  
Wholly independent   -  0.31 1.27 0.17 0.29  
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  0.06 2.40* 0.12 5.16**  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01  
Control Variables     
Size   -  -0.02 0.25 -0.02 0.13  
Market to book + 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.07  
Leverage + 0.25 0.46 0.25 0.36  
Litigation risk   -  -0.06 0.14 0.02 0.01  
Loss current year   -  -0.48 7.82*** -0.52 7.03***  
Year controls included     
         

-2 Log likelihood  974  750  
 Pseudo R square    0.06     0.07   

Sample size   977    566     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10      
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise      
All variables are defined in the appendix.          
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Table 4-6. Logistic regression models of growth sample considering auditor materiality 

    

Sample excludes 
positive earnings 
change firms with 
earnings greater 
than 5% of sales 

Sample excludes 
positive earnings 
change firms with 
earnings greater 
than 5% of total 

assets       

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald    B   Wald   

      
Constant   ?  -0.78 1.23  -1.09 2.54     
Audit Committee Incentives       
AC direct holdings   +  0.09 6.94*** 0.08 5.56***    
AC indirect holdings   ?  0.05 1.84* 0.05 1.79*    
AC total holdings   +       
Interaction Effects       
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.02 2.88** -0.01 2.15*    
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.07 7.42*** -0.06 7.07***    
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -       
Audit Committee Controls       
Committee size   -  0.04 0.23 0.05 0.31    
Meetings   -  0.03 1.00 0.01 0.09    
Charter   -  0.57 7.02*** 0.61 8.73***    
Ind. acc. expert   -  0.06 0.26 0.04 0.10    
Average directorships   -  0.06 0.81 0.07 1.16    
Tenure   -  -0.03 3.83** -0.03 3.49**    
Wholly independent   -  0.14 0.49 0.30 2.23*    
CEO Attributes       
CEO STEI   +  0.08 5.82*** 0.07 5.60***    
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.22 0.00 0.06    
Control Variables       
Size   -  -0.01 0.02 0.01 0.06    
Market to book + -0.01 1.33 0.00 0.10    
Leverage + 0.06 0.03 -0.03 0.01    
Litigation risk   -  -0.15 1.24 -0.12 0.85    
Loss current year   -  -0.93 44.12*** -0.60 20.43***    
Year controls included       
           

-2 Log likelihood  1592  1685  
 Pseudo R square    0.10     0.07  

Sample size   1219    1262      
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test  
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10        
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise        
All variables are defined in the appendix.            
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CHAPTER 5 
DIRECTORSHIPS AND THE GROWTH THRESHOLD 

Hypotheses Development 

How do directorships held in other corporations by audit committee members (henceforth 

audit committee directorships) influence an audit committee’s willingness to allow earnings 

management?   While some research indicates that there is no association between directorships 

and financial reporting problems (Song and Windram [2004], Vafeas [2005], Krishnan [2005]), 

other research indicates that there is a negative association between directorships and financial 

reporting problems (Bedard et al. [2004], Yang and Krishnan [2005]).  Collectively, these results 

demonstrated directorships influence a committee’s judgment but how or why is unclear.  

I considered how audit committee directorships influence the committee’s decision to 

allow aggressive reporting when earnings are near a key threshold by examining how the audit 

committee’s decision influence the value of the member’s directorships.  I defined the effect of 

allowing aggressive reporting on the value of directorships as: 

Expected net benefits of agressive reporting = (1-p ) (p )RE Gain RE LoseDIR DIRΛ + Λ   where: 

GainDIRΛ  represents the committee’s expectations regarding the relative increase in the value of 

directorships if higher earnings are reported rather than lower earnings, assuming no 

irregularities.   

LoseDIRΛ  represents the committee’s expectations regarding the decrease in the value of 

directorships if there is an irregularity. 

pRE  represents the committee’s assessment of the probability of an irregularity resulting from 

adopting aggressive reporting rather than conservative reporting. 
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If the expected net benefit is positive, then directorships bias the member in favor of 

allowing aggressive reporting.  Otherwise, directorships bias the member against allowing 

aggressive reporting. 

To estimate the values of GainDIRΛ and LoseDIRΛ , I examined how members gain and lose 

directorships.  Typically, nominating committees are responsible for presenting directorial 

candidates to shareholders for their ratification.  Presumably, the nominating committee will not 

recommend a new candidate for appointment or a current director for reappointment if the 

committee is not satisfied with his or her effectiveness as a director, either with the company or 

with other companies.   

To evaluate a nominee’s effectiveness as a director, the nominating committee reviews 

the performance of the companies on which the nominee serves on the board.  Specifically, the 

committee examine whether or not the companies are meeting earnings expectations and whether 

or not the companies experience any reporting irregularities.  Nominating committees prefer to 

select members from the boards of well-performing companies rather than from the boards of 

underperforming companies (Gilson [1990], Kaplan and Reishus [1990], Fama and Jensen 

[1983], Shivdansani [1993], Ferris et al. [2003]) and from boards of companies that have not 

experienced an irregularity (Fama [1980], Fama and Jensen [1983], Milgrom and Roberts 

[1992]).   

The CEO undermines the nominating process by promoting directorial candidates with a 

pro-management bias (Vancil [1987], Petra [2005], Shivdasani and Yermack [1999]).  Gendron 

and Bedard [2006: 229]’s interviews suggested that the CEO encourage a “scratch my back, I’ll 

scratch yours” relationship with audit committee members. To gain the CEO’s approval, audit 
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committee members are willing to sacrifice monitoring effectiveness for improved operating 

results (Nabar, Kim, and Heninger [2006], Carcello et al. [2006]).   

In summary, if the audit committee allows aggressive reporting and there are no 

irregularities, then the members expect to gain new directorship opportunities and 

reappointments at current directorships for being an effective monitor and being pro-

management.  If the audit committee rejects aggressive reporting, then the members risk current 

and future appointments for being overly conservative.  If an irregularity occurs, then the 

members lose current and future appointments for being an ineffective monitor.  Therefore, 

GainDIRΛ is positive and LoseDIRΛ is negative.   

 pRE is strictly positive because the audit committee cannot know with certainty whether or 

not the manager opportunistically reported.  If pRE is near zero, then the expected gains from 

allowing aggressive reporting outweigh the expected losses should an irregularity occur.  

Further, as pRE increases, the expected gains from allowing aggressive reporting decrease 

relative to the expected loss if an irregularity occurs.  Therefore, ceteris paribus, when the risk is 

high (low), members with many directorships are less (more) likely to allow aggressive reporting 

than members with few directorships.  Specifically, the audit committee should consider is the 

risk associated with CEO short-term equity incentives.47   

Therefore, I hypothesized: 

H1: Audit committee member directorships are positively associated with the 
likelihood that a firm meets the prior year’s earnings level, but CEO short-
term equity incentives moderate this effect. 
 

                                                 
47 See Chapter 4 for an extended discussion of the relationship between CEO incentives and the risk of an 
irregularity. 
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Empirical Tests 

 Using the growth sample, I empirically tested H1.  I expanded the regression model from 

Chapter 3 to include an interaction term between directorships and CEO short-term equity 

incentives.  Specifically, I used the following logistic regression: 

year t year t-1(earnings earnings )=f(AC equity holdings, AC directorships, controls)- >0pr  

where the variables are defined in the appendix. 

 As an initial test, I replicated Vefeas [2005].  Consistent with Vefeas [2005], when 

considering the influence of directorships without the associated interaction terms, there was no 

association between the likelihood that a firm meets the prior year’s earnings level and 

directorships (Table 5-1 Column A).   

To test H1, I considered two different models.  The first model excluded equity holdings 

while the second included equity holdings and the associated interaction terms.  The first model 

found a positive coefficient on directorships (0.15 Coefficient, Wald 3.84, p-value <0.05) and a 

negative coefficient on the interaction term (-0.06 Coefficient, Wald, 4.44, p-value <0.05).  This 

indicates that when the CEO short-term equity incentives represented more than 2.58 percent of 

total shares outstanding than directorships induced conservative decision-making.  Otherwise, 

directorships induced liberal decision-making.  This is consistent with H1.   

The second model found a positive coefficient on directorships (0.15 Coefficient, Wald 

3.93, p-value <0.05) and a negative coefficient on the interaction term (-0.06 Coefficient, Wald 

3.71, p-value <0.05).  This indicates that when the CEO short-term equity incentives represented 

more than 2.74 percent of total shares outstanding, then directorships induced conservative 

decision-making.  Otherwise, directorships induced liberal decision-making.  Again, this is 
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consistent with H1.  Since my results did not vary with the inclusion of the equity incentives, this 

suggests equity incentives and reputation incentives are independent incentives. 

Discussion  

 I argued that directorships capture the audit committee members’ reputation incentives.  

There is a possibility that directorships also capture governance expertise and diligence level.  It 

is difficult to discriminate among these three explanations with an archival dataset.  While my 

results are consistent with all three explanations, I discounted the alternative explanations 

because they were inconsistent with other evidence and the prior literature. 

Governance Expertise  

Governance expertise represents the members’ knowledge of effective governance and 

board experience (Bedard et al. [2004]).  Members with greater governance experience should be 

more capable of detecting and correctly interpreting the evidence of opportunistic reporting by 

managers.  According to the model in Chapter 2, as governance expertise increases, the members 

have a higher d' .  Fama and Jensen (1983) asserted that multiple directorships is evidence that the 

director is capable and talented.  

Assuming directorships capture governance expertise, my results indicate when the risk 

of opportunistic reporting is high, audit committees with greater governance expertise are more 

likely to prevent opportunistic reporting than audit committees with less governance expertise.  

This is consistent with prior work.  My results also indicate that when the risk of opportunistic 

reporting is low, audit committees with governance expertise are more likely to allow 

opportunistic reporting than audit committees without governance expertise.  This suggests that 

audit committees with governance experience recognize the low risk of reporting problems 

associated with allowing aggressive reporting to meet an earnings threshold and are more 
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tolerant of aggressive reporting than audit committee’s without governance expertise.  This 

implies members with greater governance expertise assess pRE  more accurately.   

To investigate the possibility that directorships capture governance expertise, I 

considered two other variables that should also capture governance expertise: accounting 

expertise and firm-specific knowledge have a similar effect as directorships.  Theoretically, a 

committee’s ability to detect and interpret evidence of opportunistic reporting and assess the risk 

of reporting problems should also be related to a committee’s accounting knowledge and firm-

specific knowledge.  To test this explanation, I replicated the primary analysis including two 

additional interaction terms: CEO short-term equity holdings with the presence of an 

independent accounting expert and CEO short-term equity holdings and tenure of audit 

committee members.  I found no evidence that accounting expertise or firm-specific knowledge 

are related to the likelihood of a firm meeting the earnings threshold, regardless of the risk level 

(Table 5-2).  These results do not support the explanation that directorships capture governance 

expertise. 

Diligence Effect 

 Diligence represents the amount of time the members exert to discharge their duties.  

Each directorship requires a significant amount of time to prepare for, travel to, and participate in 

regular meetings (Booth and Deli [1996]; Kaplan & Reishus [1990]). Lipton and Lorsch (1992) 

claimed that the most common problem facing directors is lack of time.  Consistent with this 

explanation, researchers find directors with many directorships are less effective (Beasley 

[1996]). 

My evidence indicates that members with many directorships are more likely to allow 

aggressive reporting when the risk of opportunistic reporting is low than when the risk is high.  If 
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directorships captured a committee’s diligence, then there are two explanations for my results: 

more arbitrary decision-making or an efficient time allocation.   

If increasing directorships results in reduced time spent on each audit committee, then the 

members make decisions based on less evidence and the decisions are more arbitrary.   It is 

possible that with insufficient time, the committee infers the presence of incentives to 

opportunistically report is evidence of opportunistic reporting.  However, this theory is 

inconsistent with the prior work that found increasing directorships impair audit committee’s 

effectiveness at preventing opportunistic reporting. 

Alternatively, increasing time pressure caused by having many directorships may cause the 

members to allocate their time among directorships according to the risk factors.   Under this 

explanation, my results suggest that when there is a high risk of opportunistic reporting, the 

members spend more time investigating for evidence of opportunistic reporting than when the 

risk is low.48  Therefore, assuming that a positive relationship between incentives to 

opportunistically report and incidence of opportunistic reporting, the audit committee is more 

likely to find evidence of opportunistic reporting when the risk is high than when the risk is low.  

However, this theory is also inconsistent with the prior work that found increasing directorships 

impair audit committee’s effectiveness at preventing opportunistic reporting. 

                                                 
48 According to the model in Chapter 2, d'  should be positively associated with time spent investigating for evidence 
of opportunistic reporting.   
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Table 5-1. Logistic regression models including directorships for growth sample 
      Test of H1 Complete model   
  Column A Column B Column C  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald    B   Wald    B   Wald  

    
Constant   ?  0.32 0.275  0.47 0.57  0.21 0.10  
Audit Committee Incentives      
AC direct holdings   +    0.08 6.17***  
AC indirect holdings   ?    0.02 0.50  
AC total holdings   +      
AC directorships   +  0.05 0.712 0.15 3.84** 0.15 3.93**  
Interaction Effects        
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -    -0.02 3.94**  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -    -0.05 5.70***  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -        
AC directorships X CEO STEI  -    -0.06 4.44** -0.06 3.71**  
Audit Committee Controls      
Committee size   -  -0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.00  
Meetings   -  -0.02 0.28 -0.02 0.24 -0.01 0.09  
Charter   -  0.43 5.13** 0.41 4.79** 0.45 5.57***  
Ind. acc. expert   -  0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02  
Tenure   -  -0.03 3.67** -0.02 2.67* -0.02 3.13**  
Wholly independent   -  0.27 2.49* 0.29 2.84** 0.35 3.45**  
CEO Attributes      
CEO STEI   +  0.04 2.57* 0.07 5.90*** 0.11 9.83***  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.37 0.00 0.55 0.00 1.01  
Control Variables      
Size   -  -0.03 0.74 -0.04 1.51 -0.04 1.36  
Market to book + -0.01 2.37* -0.01 2.37* 0.00 1.28  
Leverage + 0.32 1.47 0.33 1.56 0.37 1.88*  
Litigation risk   -  -0.04 0.14 -0.03 0.06 -0.04 0.10  
Loss current year   -  -0.30 5.65*** -0.30 5.95*** -0.33 6.68***  
Year controls included      
            

-2 Log likelihood  1857  1861  1835   
 Pseudo R square       0.03     0.03     0.05   

Sample size   1367    1367    1367     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test   
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10         
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise         
All variables are defined in the appendix.             
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Table 5-2. Logistic regression model for alternative explanation 

  
Exp. 
sign  B   Wald    

Constant   ? 0.26 0.15  
Audit Committee Incentives   
AC direct holdings   + 0.08 5.89*** 
AC indirect holdings   ? 0.02 0.42 
AC total holdings   +  
AC directorships   + 0.15 3.76** 
Interaction Effects     
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   - -0.02 3.71** 
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   - -0.05 5.34** 
AC directorships X CEO STEI   - -0.05 3.38** 
AC ind. acc expert  X CEO STEI - 0.04 0.58 
AC tenure X CEO STEI - 0.00 0.02 
Audit Committee Controls   
Committee size   - -0.01 0.00 
Meetings   - -0.01 0.08 
Charter   - 0.45 5.46*** 
Ind. acc. expert   + -0.05 0.10 
Tenure   + -0.03 2.35* 
Wholly independent   - 0.34 3.32** 
CEO Attributes   
CEO STEI   + 0.09 2.86** 
CEO LTEI   ? 0.00 0.98 
Control Variables   
Size   - -0.04 1.37 
Market to book + 0.00 1.27 
Leverage + 0.36 1.83* 
Litigation risk   - -0.04 0.11 
Loss current year   - -0.32 6.51*** 
Year controls included   
     

-2 Log likelihood  1835  
 Pseudo R square       0.05  

Sample size   1367    
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10 
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise 
 All variables are defined in the appendix.     
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CHAPTER 6 
INCENTIVES AND THE PROFIT THRESHOLD 

Hypotheses Development 

To test the generalizablity of the results in Chapter 4 and 5, I reconsidered the three 

hypotheses presented in these chapters when earnings are near the profit threshold rather than 

when earnings are near the growth threshold.  Specifically, I hypothesized: 

H1: Audit committee equity holdings are positively associated with the likelihood that 
the firm has small positive earnings, but CEO short-term equity incentives moderate 
this effect. 
 
H2A: Audit committee’s direct holdings are positively associated with the likelihood 
that the firm has small positive earnings, but CEO short-term equity incentives 
moderate this effect. 
 
H2B: Audit committee’s indirect holdings are negatively associated with the 
likelihood that the firm has small positive earnings, with the magnitude of the effect 
increasing with the CEO’s short-term equity incentives. 
 
H3: Audit committee’s directorships are positively associated with the likelihood that 
the firm has small positive earnings, but CEO short-term equity incentives moderate 
this effect. 
 

Based on the cost-benefit models, the only reasons why the results should vary between 

the growth and profit settings is if there is a variation in the incentives or in the risk of an 

irregularity.  I assumed that the litigation risk was trivial; however, this assumption may not be 

valid when earnings are near zero.  There may be significant litigation risk because sustained 

profitability may be a critical element of many debt contracts.  If debt holders discovered that a 

firm only satisfied the profitability requirement through earnings management, then they may 

hold the audit committee members accountable for their ineffective monitoring.   This may 

provide a strong incentive for audit committee members to compel conservative reporting. The 

likelihood of an irregularity may also be higher in this setting if managers are willing to engage 

in more egregious earnings management to achieve profitability than to achieve growth. 
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Empirical Tests 

I tested the hypotheses with the profit sample and this regression: 

(earnings>0)=f(AC equity holdings, AC directorships, controls)pr  

where the variables are defined in the appendix.   

Primary Analysis 

As a preliminary analysis, I replicated the Vafeas [2005] analysis.  As expected, I found 

no evidence of an association between the likelihood that a firm meets the profit threshold and 

audit committee equity holdings (Table 6-1 Column A).   

I found that an audit committee’s total equity holdings influenced the likelihood that a 

firm meets a threshold and CEO short-term equity incentives moderate this effect (Table 6-1 

Column B).  However, the signs of the coefficient were opposite expectations and only 

marginally significant: specifically the coefficient on main term was -0.03 (Wald>2.41, p-value 

<0.10) and the coefficient on the interaction term was 0.01 (Wald>2.49, p-value <0.10).  This 

indicates that audit committee equity holdings induce a conservative behavior in the absence of 

CEO short-term equity incentives.  However, when the CEO has incentives to meet a threshold, 

increasing audit committee equity holdings makes the company more likely to meet a threshold.  

This is inconsistent with H1.   

When I tested H2A and H2B, I found results similar to the results of the test of H1 (Table 

6-1 Column C).  Specifically, when I ignored directorships, the coefficient on direct holdings 

was negative and significant (coefficient -0.09, Wald 4.72, p-value <0.05) and the coefficient on 

the interaction between CEO incentives and direct holdings was positive and significant 

(coefficient -0.02, Wald 3.72, p-value <0.05).  When I considered directorships, the coefficient 

on direct holdings was negative and significant (coefficient -0.10, Wald 4.79, p-value <0.05) and 
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the coefficient on the interaction between CEO incentives and direct holdings was positive and 

significant (coefficient -0.02, Wald 3.50, p-value <0.05).  This is inconsistent with H2A.  I found 

no evidence that indirect holdings have an effect (Table 6-1).  This is inconsistent with H2B. 

When I ignore equity incentives, the influence of directorships was partially consistent 

with expectations (Table 6-1 Column D).  Specifically, the coefficient on average directorships 

was 0.12 (Wald 1.66, p-value <0.10), but the interaction term between average directorships and 

CEO short-term equity incentives was not significant (Wald 1.16, p-value >0.10).  When I 

simultaneously considered equity holdings and directorships, I found marginally stronger results.  

Specifically, the coefficient on average directorships was 0.14 (Wald 2.09, p-value <0.10) and 

the coefficient on the interaction term between average directorships and CEO short-term equity 

incentives was -0.04 (Wald 2.00, p-value <0.10).  Therefore, there is weak support for H3. 

Secondary Analysis 

When I analyzed the significance of the other audit committee attributes and control 

variables, there were three notable findings.  First, counter to expectations, meeting frequency 

was positively associated with the likelihood that firms achieved profitability (coefficient 0.07, 

Wald 3.01).  This suggests that when earnings are near zero, the audit committee met more 

frequently to verify that the earnings were legitimate or that the board was more active in its 

monitoring and this motivated the manager to work harder.   

Second, CEO long-term equity incentives and not short-term equity incentives were 

positively associated with the likelihood that a firm achieves profitability.  This suggests either 

the auditor and/or the audit committee is attentive to the risk of opportunistic behavior associated 

with short-term equity incentives and rejects all potential earnings management when the CEO 

has high short-term equity incentives, or short-term equity incentives do not induce the manager 

to engage in opportunistic behavior or more productive effort when earnings are near zero.   
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Third, consistent with expectations, I found that firms that had negative earnings in the 

previous year were more likely to have negative earnings in the current year than firms that had 

positive earnings in the previous year.  This is consistent with the CEO’s incentives to achieve 

profitability declining after the firm experiences a loss. 

Discussion 

While the archival evidence did not indicate an obvious explanation as to why the 

influence of equity holdings opposed my hypotheses, I suggest three possible explanations.  

First, the audit committee members may have other incentives influencing their decisions, such 

as litigation risk49, that were more significant when earnings were near zero than when earnings 

were near the previous year’s level.  By omitting these additional factors, I failed to capture 

accurately the influence of incentives.50  To address this issue, I considered a sample of firms 

that employed a Big 4/5 auditor.  If a firm employed a Big 4/5 auditor, then the audit committee 

likely faced less litigation risk than when a firm employed a non-Big 4/5 auditor for two reasons.  

First, since a Big 4/5 auditor is less likely to miss evidence of a going concern than a non-Big 4/5 

auditor, the likelihood of a reporting problem and related litigation is lower.  Second, if a 

reporting failure does occur, then the audit committee members have a more legally defendable 

position if they employ a Big 4/5 auditor rather than a non-Big 4/5 auditor.51  When I 

reconsidered H1, H2, and H3, the results were in the expected direction (Table 6-2).  However, 

                                                 
49 While the model does include a control for industry litigation risk, there may be higher litigation risk for all firms 
when earnings are near zero relative to the litigation risk when earnings are near the previous year’s level. 

50 I cannot consider the other proxies for litigation risk such as those suggest in Krishnan and Krishnan [1997] 
(financial distress, going concern variance of abnormal returns, auditor independence, and tenure) for a variety of 
reasons.  First, all the miss firms in the sample are, by definition financially, distressed so there can be no proxy for 
financial distress.  Second, I exclude all firms that have received a going concern opinion from the sample.  Lastly, 
the data requirements for the other proxies are prohibitive given the sample period. 

51 Audit committee members may also face lower litigation risk when employing a Big 4/5 auditor rather than a non-
Big 4/5 auditor, since shareholders may be more likely to sue the auditors under these circumstances. 
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some of the results were not significant at conventional levels.  The lack of significance may be 

attributable to the reduced power associated with the smaller sample.52 

The second explanation is that the expected impact on equity holdings, if a reporting 

problem occurs, may be greater when earnings are near zero compared to when earnings are near 

the previous year’s level.  The third explanation is that if there is a higher pRE for firms near the 

profit threshold than firms near the growth threshold, then the increasing equity holdings may 

make the audit committee more conservative.  However, increasing equity incentives may also 

give the audit committee members increasing motivation to verify that the firm met the threshold 

because of greater managerial effort and not opportunistic reporting.  Since CEOs are more 

likely to exert greater effort when they have greater incentives to do so, the positive coefficient 

on the interaction term may indicate that when the CEO has incentives to work harder and the 

audit committee has high incentives to verify the work, the firm is more likely to meet the profit 

threshold.  To test the second and third explanation, it is necessary to do either a field study or a 

behavioral experiment, both of which are beyond the scope of my study.

                                                 
52 The sample of firms that employ a non-Big 4/5 auditor is too small to conduct an analysis. 
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Table 6-1. Logistic regression models for profit sample 

    Replication of        
  Vefeas (2005) Test of H1 Test of H2  
  Column A Column B Column C  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald    B   Wald    B   Wald  

    
Constant   ?  0.99 2.00 0.98 1.97* 1.20 2.79 **  
Audit Committee Incentives       
AC direct holdings   +    -0.09 4.72 **  
AC indirect holdings   ?    -0.01 0.44   
AC total holdings   +  -0.01 0.54 -0.03 2.41*    
AC directorships   +  0.06 0.72 0.06 0.54 0.06 0.59   
Interaction Effects            
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI  -    0.02 3.72 **  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI  -    0.00 0.58   
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI  -     0.01 2.49*     
AC directorships X CEO STEI  -           
Audit Committee Controls       
Committee size   -  -0.05 0.22 -0.06 0.26 -0.06 0.27   
Meetings   -  0.07 2.97** 0.07 3.24** 0.07 3.07 **  
Charter   -  0.14 0.36 0.14 0.37 0.12 0.24   
Ind. acc. expert   -  -0.07 0.24 -0.07 0.22 -0.06 0.18   
Tenure   -  0.01 0.68 0.01 0.68 0.02 0.98   
Wholly independent   -  0.20 0.89 0.21 0.95 0.15 0.50   
CEO Attributes       
CEO STEI   +  0.02 0.56 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.22   
CEO LTEI   ?  0.01 1.70* 0.01 1.90* 0.01 2.04 *  
Control Variables       
Size   -  -0.09 4.54** -0.09 4.38** -0.10 4.95 **  
Market to book + 0.01 1.71* 0.01 1.90* 0.01 1.64   
Leverage + -0.57 3.98** -0.58 4.06** -0.59 4.11 **  
Litigation risk   -  0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00   
Loss last year   -  -0.51 12.69*** -0.51 12.70*** -0.51 12.79 ***  
Year controls included       
            

-2 Log likelihood      1,196  1193  1189   
 Pseudo R square       0.06     0.07     0.07   

Sample size   903              
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test   
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10         
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise         
All variables are defined in the appendix.             
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Table 6-1 Continued. 

    Test of H3 Complete model   
  Column D Column E  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald    B   Wald   

  
Constant   ?  0.95 1.94 1.32 3.31*  
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC direct holdings   +   -0.10 4.79**  
AC indirect holdings   ?   -0.02 0.73  
AC total holdings   +     
AC directorships   +  0.12 1.66* 0.14 2.09*  
Interaction Effects         
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -   0.02 3.50**  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -   0.01 1.32  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -         
AC directorships X CEO STEI  - -0.03 1.16 -0.04 2.00*  
Audit Committee Controls     
Committee size   -  -0.05 0.20 -0.06 0.27  
Meetings   -  0.06 2.87** 0.07 3.01**  
Charter   -  0.12 0.27 0.09 0.13  
Ind. acc. expert   -  -0.07 0.25 -0.07 0.20  
Tenure   -  0.02 1.00 0.02 1.38  
Wholly independent   -  0.24 1.31 0.16 0.56  
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  0.03 1.28 0.00 0.02  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.01 1.58 0.01 1.87*  
Control Variables     
Size   -  -0.09 4.82** -0.11 5.88***  
Market to book + 0.01 1.62 0.01 1.65*  
Leverage + -0.58 4.05** -0.60 4.25**  
Litigation risk   -  0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00  
Loss last year   -  -0.51 12.54*** -0.51 12.62***  
Year controls included     
         

-2 Log likelihood  1195  1188  
 Pseudo R square       0.07    0.07  

Sample size   903    903     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10      
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise      
All variables are defined in the appendix.          
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Table 6-2. Logistic regression model for profit sample with clients of Big 4/5 auditors 
  

    Auditor Quality High Auditor Quality High   
  Test of H1, H3 Test of H2, H3  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald    B   Wald    

  
Constant   ?  2.51 6.27** 2.24 4.45**  
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC direct holdings   +   0.13 1.77*  
AC indirect holdings   ?   0.00 0.01  
AC total holdings   +  0.03 0.38   
AC directorships   +  0.15 1.99* 0.16 2.37*  
Interaction Effects         
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI  -   -0.03 1.52  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI  -   0.01 0.86  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI  -  0.00 0.04     
AC directorships X CEO STEI -  -0.05 2.93** -0.06 3.81**  
Audit Committee Controls     
Committee size   -  -0.18 1.60 -0.16 1.33  
Meetings   -  0.03 0.49 0.03 0.44  
Charter   -  -0.08 0.06 -0.09 0.07  
Ind. acc. expert   -  -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.01  
Tenure   -  0.05 4.56** 0.05 4.65**  
Wholly independent   -  0.23 0.54 0.27 0.67  
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  -0.01 0.13 0.01 0.06  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.23 0.00 0.20  
Control Variables  -0.14 6.28***   
Size   -  0.00 0.10 -0.13 5.06**  
Market to book + -0.19 0.15 0.00 0.02  
Leverage + -0.12 0.42 -0.21 0.19  
Litigation risk   -  -0.28 2.51* -0.12 0.43  
Loss last year   -  -0.29 2.61* -0.29 2.61*  
Year controls included     
         

-2 Log likelihood         768  765  
 Pseudo R square       0.06  0.06  

Sample size   585    585     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10      
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise      
All variables are defined in the appendix.          
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CHAPTER 7 
INCENTIVES AND THE ANALYST THRESHOLD 

Hypotheses Development 

Consistent with the prior literature, I also consider whether the three hypotheses from the 

prior chapters generalize to when earnings are near analyst forecast (i.e. Degeorge et al. [1999], 

Vefeas [2005]).  Specifically, I hypothesized: 

H1: Audit committee equity holdings are positively associated with the likelihood that 
the firm has a small earnings surprise, but CEO short-term equity incentives 
moderate this effect. 
 
H2A: Audit committee’s direct holdings are positively associated with the likelihood 
that the firm has a small earnings surprise, but CEO short-term equity incentives 
moderate this effect. 
 
H2B: Audit committee’s indirect holdings are negatively associated with the 
likelihood that the firm has a small earnings surprise, with the magnitude of the effect 
increasing with the CEO’s short-term equity incentives. 
 
H3: Audit committee’s directorships are positively associated with the likelihood that 
the firm has a small earnings surprise, but CEO short-term equity incentives 
moderate this effect. 
 

Audit committee incentives may not be relevant when earnings are near analyst forecasts 

if the presence of an audit committee may cause managers to engage in greater expectation 

management with analysts rather than earnings management (Francis, Lafond, Olsson, and 

Schipper [2003]).  This is consistent with Karamanou and Vafeas [2005], who found that the 

presence of an audit committee influenced managerial forecasts and Liu [2004], who found that 

audit committee attributes influenced analyst responses to earnings information.53   If the 

manager does not manage earnings, then the audit committee does not have the option to allow 

it. 

                                                 
53 I discount the possibility that difference in litigation risk may cause different results between when earnings are 
near analyst forecasts and when earnings are near previous year’s level or zero, because there is no evidence of such 
risk. 
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Empirical Tests 

I tested the hypotheses with the analyst sample and this regression: 

(earnings>analyst forecast)=f(AC equity holdings, AC directorships, controls)pr  

where the variables are defined in the appendix.   

Primary Analysis 

As an initial test, I replicated Vefeas [2005].  I found no evidence of an association 

between audit committee equity holdings and the likelihood of meeting analyst forecast, but 

Vefes [2005] found a negative association (Table 7-1 Column A).  This difference may be a 

result of sample differences.  Since, Vefeas [2005]’s sample only included Fortune 500 firms, his 

audit committee equity holdings proxy may be capturing indirect holdings.  If Vefeas [2005]’s 

equity holdings proxy captures equity holdings, then there is no contradiction. 

I found strong support for the H1 and H2A.  Specifically, the coefficient on total holdings 

was positive (Wald 3.93, p-value <0.05) and the coefficient on the interaction between CEO 

incentives and total holdings was negative (Wald 3.12, p-value <0.05) (Table 7-1 Column B and 

C).  Further, the coefficient on direct holdings was positive (Wald 3.41, p-value <0.05) and the 

coefficient on the interaction between CEO incentives and direct holdings was negative (Wald 

3.32, p-value <0.05).   

There is partial support for H3.  I found strong evidence of an interaction between CEO 

incentives and directorships (Wald 4.52, p-value <0.05), but only weak evidence of a main effect 

on directorships (Wald 2.26, p-value<0.10). 

I found no support for H2B on the effect of indirect holdings (Wald <1.70, p-value>0.10 

for both main and interaction term).  Since I used a more noisy proxy in this sample than in the 

growth or profit sample, I considered an alternative proxy to shares of designated directors.  I 
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examined the influence of the presence of a designated director, which is defined as a member 

with any indirect holdings.  Even with this new specification, there was only weak support for 

H2B (Wald 1.97, p-value<0.10 for the main term, Wald 1.93, p-value<0.10 for the interaction 

term) (Table 7-1 Column D).   

I tested the robustness of my results by considering a more restrictive sample.  

Specifically, I excluded firms that had an earnings surprise per share between $0.005 and 

$0.01.54  Under this specification, there was strong evidence supporting H1, H2A and H3 (Table 

7-2).  The coefficient on total holdings was 0.61 (Wald 6.26, p-value<0.01) and coefficient on 

the interaction between total holdings and CEO short-term equity incentives was -0.31 (Wald 

5.79, p-value<0.01).  The coefficient on direct holdings was 0.62 (Wald 6.10, p-value<0.01) and 

coefficient on the interaction between direct holdings and CEO short-term equity incentives was 

0.31 (Wald 5.82, p-value<0.01).  The coefficient on directorships was 0.19 (Wald 3.44, p-

value<0.05) and coefficient on the interaction between directorships and CEO short-term equity 

incentives was -0.14 (Wald 3.75, p-value<0.05).  Again, I found no support for H2B.   

I examined a number of alternative approaches to verify the robustness of my results.  

Specifically, I redefined CEO short-term equity incentives, audit committee direct holdings, 

audit committee indirect holdings, and directorships as a binary variable (i.e. high-low).  Under 

these definitions, in unreported results, I found similar results.  Lastly, I considered alternative 

specifications of audit committee and board ability.  I used the 4 level audit committees ability 

score and 7 level boards ability score rather than the binary versions.  In unreported results, 

                                                 
54 Unlike the other samples, this sample has an asymmetric miss-meet range (Miss: -$0.01 to 0, Meet $0 to $0.05).  
This design choice is necessary because only 87 firms in my sample have an earnings surprise per share between -
$0.05 and $0, which makes any analysis problematic. 
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regardless of the variable specification, I found the primary conclusions were unchanged.  

Combined with the primary results, there is strong evidence to support H1, H2A, and H3. 

Secondary Analysis 

When I analyzed the significance of the audit committee variables and control variables, 

there were three notable findings.  First, regardless of how I measured audit committee ability, I 

found no evidence that audit committee ability influenced the likelihood that a firm meets 

analysts’ forecasts (Table 7-1).  This is consistent with Chapters 4 through 6 and with prior work 

(Vafeas [2005], Yang and Krishnan [2005]).  Second, I found no evidence that whether or not a 

firm met the growth threshold or the profit threshold influenced the likelihood that a firm met 

analyst forecast.  This is inconsistent with the Degeorge et al. [1999] hierarchy of thresholds.   

Lastly, I found weak evidence that CEO incentives influence the likelihood that a firm meets 

analysts’ forecast.  This suggests that analysts incorporate the effect of short-term equity 

incentives on executive behavior when making forecasts. 

Discussion 

Consistent with the prior chapter, I find strong evidence that audit committee’s total 

holdings, direct holdings, and directorships influence the likelihood that a firm meets analyst 

forecasts.  Combined with the evidence in Chapters 4 through 6, I believe there is persuasive 

evidence that audit committees respond to the incentives, reputation and equity, in accordance 

with the risk environment. 
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Table 7-1. Logistic regression model for analyst sample 
    Replication of                

  Vefeas (2005) Test of H1, H3 Test of H2, H3  
  Column A Column B Column C  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald 

  
 B   Wald    B   Wald    

  
Constant   ?  2.06 5.53** 2.21 6.13** 2.20 6.02***  
Audit Committee Incentives      
AC direct holdings   +    0.33 3.41**  
AC indirect holdings   +    -16.29 1.67*  
AC total holdings   +  0.14 1.87* 0.34 3.93**   
AC directorships   +  0.02 0.04 0.13 1.93* 0.14 2.26*  
Interaction Effects        
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -    -0.16 3.32**  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -        51.93 1.68*  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -   -0.15 3.12**   
AC directorships X CEO STEI   -   -0.14 4.14** -0.15 4.52**  
Audit Committee Controls      
Audit committee quality   -  -0.03 0.08 -0.03 0.08 -0.02 0.04  
Board quality   -  -0.11 0.97 -0.09 0.65 -0.10 0.73  
CEO Attributes      
CEO STEI   +  -0.02 0.14 0.10 2.11* 0.10 2.16*  
CEO LTEI   ?  -0.01 0.39 -0.01 0.40 -0.01 0.36  
Control Variables      
Size   -   -0.05 1.55 -0.05 1.50  
Market to book + -0.04 0.92 -0.09 3.62** -0.09 4.07**  
Leverage + -0.08 3.31** 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00  
Litigation risk   -  0.01 0.00 0.12 1.15 0.12 1.07  
Loss current year   -  0.12 1.00 -0.08 0.25 -0.07 0.19  
No growth   -  -0.09 0.32 -0.07 0.41 -0.07 0.42  
Year controls included  -0.06 0.31      
            

-2 Log likelihood  2415 2412  2401  
 Pseudo R square       0.01 0.02    0.02  

Sample size   2367  2367    2367     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test   
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10         
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise         
All variables are defined in the appendix.             
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Table 7-1 Continued 

    
 Designated Director  Audit committee 

control    
  Column D Column E  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald  

  
 B   Wald   

  
Constant   ?  2.27 6.44** 2.18 5.91**  
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC direct holdings   +  0.34 3.56** 0.33 3.43**  
AC indirect holdings   +   -16.23 1.64  
AC designate   +  -0.92 1.97*    
AC directorships   +  0.14 2.27* 0.13 1.85*  
Interaction Effects     
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -  -0.16 3.44** -0.16 3.33**  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -   51.8 1.65*  
AC designate  X CEO STEI   -  0.94 1.93*    
AC directorships X CEO STEI   -  -0.15 4.58** -0.15 4.84**  
Audit Committee Controls     
Audit committee quality   -  -0.03 0.08 -0.03 0.09  
Board quality   -  -0.10 0.78   
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  0.10 2.15* 0.11 2.29*  
CEO LTEI   ?  -0.01 0.42 0.00 0.31  
Control Variables     
Size  - -0.05 1.70* -0.05 1.51  
Market to book + -0.09 3.93** -0.09 4.01**  
Leverage  +  0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00  
Litigation risk   -  0.13 1.23 0.12 1.10  
Loss current year   -  -0.08 0.23 -0.08 0.22  
No growth  - -0.07 0.47 -0.07 0.39  
Year controls included         
         

-2 Log likelihood 2406  2401  
 Pseudo R square 0.019  0.02  

Sample size  2367    2367     
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10      
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Change>0, 0 otherwise      
All variables are defined in the appendix.          
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Table 7-2. Logistic regression model for analyst sample with narrow range EPS 
 

    Column A Column B  
  Test of H1, H3 Test of H2, H3  

  Column A Column B  

  
 Exp. 
Sign   B   Wald  

  
 B   Wald 

    
Constant   ?  2.21 4.92** 2.14  4.60  **  
Audit Committee Incentives     
AC direct holdings   +   0.62 6.10***  
AC indirect holdings   +   -15.69 1.09  
AC total holdings   +  0.61 6.26***   
AC directorships   +  0.18 3.22** 0.19 3.44**  
Interaction Effects     
AC direct holdings X CEO STEI   -   -0.31 5.82***  
AC indirect holdings X CEO STEI   -   50.54 1.12  
AC total holdings  X CEO STEI   -  -0.31 5.79***   
AC directorships X CEO STEI   -  -0.14 3.69** -0.14 3.75**  
Audit Committee Controls     
Audit committee quality   -  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  
Board quality   -  -0.09 0.54 -0.10 0.62  
CEO Attributes     
CEO STEI   +  0.12 2.69* 0.12 2.72**  
CEO LTEI   ?  0.00 0.26 0.00 0.28  
Control Variables     
Size  - -0.08 3.17** -0.08 2.92**  
Market to book + -0.12 4.50** -0.12 4.61**  
Leverage  +  -0.06 0.02 -0.07 0.03  
Litigation risk   -  0.17 1.83* 0.17 1.77*  
Loss current year   -  -0.18 1.02 -0.17 0.97  
No growth  - -0.07 0.31 -0.06 0.28  
Year controls included     
     

-2 Log likelihood 1902  1897  
 Pseudo R square 0.032  0.036  

Sample size  1139        
p-value based on one-tailed tests where relation is predicated, otherwise two-tailed test 
*** p-value < 0.01, ** p-value < 0.05, * p-value < 0.10      
Dependent variable equals 1 if EPS Surprise>0, and 0 otherwise.  Sample restricted to firms with EPS surprise between -$0.01 and 

$0.05 per share. 
All variables are defined in the appendix.          
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CHAPTER 8 
INCENTIVES: BIAS OR MOTIVATE 

Do audit committee incentives motivate the committee to increase its effort or bias the 

committee’s judgment?  Understanding how incentives influence audit committees is important 

for three reasons.  First, understanding how incentives influence an audit committee’s judgment 

enhances our ability to interpret the results of the prior chapters.  For example, it allows us to 

determine if an audit committee’s response to increasing CEO incentives is to increase its effort 

or to develop a conservative bias.  Second, understanding how incentives influence the 

committee’s judgment may help us understand why researchers found contradictory results for 

the influence of incentives on an audit committee’s willingness to allow opportunistic reporting.  

For example, if an audit committee’s equity holdings bias the committee’s judgment, then the 

prior research may conflict because, in some settings, the evidence of opportunistic behavior is 

weak enough that the committee’s bias allows the committee to ignore the evidence.  However, 

in other settings, the evidence is too compelling to be ignored, regardless of the bias.  Third, 

there is considerable regulatory interest in improving audit committees as a monitoring tool.  

Understanding how incentives influence the committee’s judgment is critical to making policy 

recommendations regarding restrictions on audit committee incentives.   

Effort or Bias 

In the prior chapters, I used a logistic regression analysis to document evidence of an 

association between audit committee incentives and the likelihood that a firm met an earnings 

threshold.  One limitation of a regression analysis is that it cannot explain why there is an 

association.  The association may exist because incentives motivated the committee to exert 

greater effort or because incentives biased the committee’s judgment.   
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If incentives motivate the committee to exert greater effort, then, according to the model 

in Chapter 2, the committee has a greater ability to differentiate between truthful and 

opportunistic reporting (i.e. higher d' ).  This is consistent with equity holdings motivating audit 

committee members to exert greater effort in order to protect their investment and directorships 

motivating audit committee members to exert greater effort in order to protect their reputation as 

an effective monitor.  However, increasing directorships may also reduce the committee’s effort, 

since there is likely a negative association between directorships and time availability. 

If incentives induce a conservative (liberal) bias, then the committee requires less (more) 

evidence before concluding opportunistic reporting (i.e. zc is affected).  A liberal bias is 

consistent with equity holdings motivating a focus on short-term stock appreciation and with 

directorships motivating a focus on developing a reputation as being pro-management.  A 

conservative bias is consistent with equity holdings motivating a higher aversion against 

accounting irregularities and with directorships motivating a focus on developing a reputation as 

an effective monitor. 

Ex ante, it is unclear whether equity holdings or directorships induce an increased effort, 

bias, or both.  Therefore, I asked the following questions: 

Q1: Do audit committee equity holdings induce increased effort or bias judgment? 

Q2: Do audit committee directorships induce increased effort or bias judgment? 

Why is an audit committee more likely to reject aggressive reporting when the CEO’s 

short-term equity incentives are high than when the CEO’s short-term equity incentives are low?  

In the presence of high CEO short-term equity incentives, do audit committee members increase 

their effort (higher 'd ) or do the members develop a conservative bias (i.e. lower evidence 

threshold)?  Therefore, the final question was: 
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Q3: How do the CEO’s short-term equity incentives influence the effect of the audit 
committee’s incentives? 
 

Signal Detection Theory 

To differentiate between the bias and effort explanations, I reexamined the data with 

signal detection theory.  Signal detection theory calculates detection ability and bias 

simultaneously.  Signal detection theory determines decision accuracy by comparing the 

committee’s decision with the correct decision.  The difficulty in analyzing audit committee 

decisions with signal detection theory is identifying what the correct decision is.  To address this 

issue, I considered the differences between the initially reported earnings and the restated 

earnings.  Specifically, I examined whether or not a firm would have met an earnings threshold if 

the CEO had reported restated earnings rather than the initially reported earnings.   

Restatements occur for several reasons including accounting for an acquisition, the sale 

of a subsidiary, a change in the reporting company's accounting policies, errors in reporting 

procedures, and earnings manipulations (Agrawal and Chadha [2005]).  If a restatement occurs 

because the audit committee allowed opportunistic reporting, then the restatement decreases 

earnings.  This is consistent with the likelihood of a restatement being positively associated with 

CEO incentives (Burns and Kedia [2004]) and negatively associated with the presence of an 

effective monitor (Agrawal and Chadha [2005]).  However, if a restatement occurred because the 

audit committee pro-actively requires conservative reporting, then the restatement increases 

earnings.  Hence, I assumed that if a restatement reduces earnings, then the audit committee 

made an incorrect decision by allowing the opportunistic reporting, and if a restatement increases 

earnings, then the audit committee made an incorrect decision by rejecting the opportunistic 

reporting.   
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  I applied signal detection theory with a four-step process.  First, I identified whether or 

not each firm met an earning’s threshold according to the initially reported earnings.  Second, I 

identified whether or not each firm would have met the earning’s threshold according to restated 

earnings.55  If a firm did not issue restated earnings, then I assumed that the manager accurately 

reported earnings and the audit committee made the correct decisions.  Third, I classified each 

firm according to this framework: 

Restated Earnings 
indicate:

Miss
Correct Rejection

Miss Threshold

Meet Threshold False Alarm

Meet Threshold
Initial Earnings Indicate:

Miss Threshold Hit

 

Lastly, I calculated the empirical surrogates for 'd  and β : 

'd = ( ) ( )Z H Z F−  and β =
2 2.5( ( ) ( ) )Z H Z Fe− −  where Z represents the Z-score transformation of the 

probability argument, H (hit rate) is the number of hits divided by the sum of hits and misses, 

and F (false alarm rate) is the number of false alarms divided by the sum of false alarms and 

correct rejections (Swets [1986], Ramsey and Tubbs [2005]).   

To answer Q1, Q2, and Q3, I calculated the 'd andβ for a number of sub-samples of the 

profit and growth sample.  Specifically, I partitioned each sample according to the CEO’s short-

term equity incentives (a proxy for the risk of opportunistic reporting), audit committee equity 

holdings, and audit committee directorships.  I considered four levels of CEO incentives, two 

levels of audit committee equity holdings, and two levels of audit committee directorships.  I did 

                                                 
55 Using the restatement information from Compustat, I calculate the restated EPS change for the growth sample and 
I calculate the restated EPS for the profit sample.   
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not reconsider the analyst sample because restated I/B/E/S earnings information was not 

available.56 

Results 

There appeared to be a significant difference in 'd andβ  between the profit and growth 

samples (Table 8-1).  Specifically, for the non-partitioned profit sample 'd  was 3.46 andβ  was 

2.04, and for the non-partitioned growth sample 'd  was 2.48 andβ  was 1.24.  This indicates that 

audit committees are much more diligent and are more likely to err against requiring 

conservative reporting when earnings are near the profit threshold than when earnings are near 

the growth threshold.   

Independent of audit committee incentives, both samples indicate that 'd varies positively 

with the CEO short-term equity incentives, although the effect was more pronounced for the 

profit sample than for the growth sample.  Specifically, for the growth (profit) sample, when 

CEO incentives were above the median, the 'd was 2.57(3.79), but when incentives were below 

the median the 'd was 2.39(3.21).  This suggests that an audit committee increased its effort only 

slightly when the CEO’s short-term equity incentives were high, relative to when the CEO’s 

short-term equity incentives were low. 

Independent of audit committee incentives, the β  varied positively with the CEO short-

term equity incentives for the profit sample, but did not vary with the CEO short-term equity 

incentives for the growth sample.  Specifically, for the growth (profit) sample, when CEO short-

term equity incentives were above the median, the β  was 1.25 (2.57), but when the CEO short-

term equity incentives were below the median, the β  was 1.23 (1.78).  Counter to expectations, 

                                                 
56 There is significant variation between earnings information from I/B/E/S and Computsat because I/B/E/S 
information is adjusted for some items (Thompson Financial [2003]).  Also, I/B/E/S does not disclose the basis for 
this adjustment. 
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this suggests that for the profit sample (not the growth sample), when the risk of an irregularity is 

high, the committee requires more evidence to conclude opportunistic reporting than when the 

risk of an irregularity is low.  One possible explanation for this anomalous result is that when the 

CEO has high incentives, he/she is more effective at persuading the audit committee to ignore 

evidence of opportunistic reporting. 

Growth Sample 

Equity Holdings 

For each CEO incentive level, when an audit committee had above the median equity 

holdings, it had a higher 'd  than when an audit committee had below the median equity holdings 

(Table 8-1 and Figure 8-1).  This suggests that an audit committee with high equity holdings 

exerts more effort than an audit committee with low equity holdings.  However, I found no 

evidence that 'd  varies systematically with CEO short-term equity incentives, regardless of 

whether audit committee equity holdings are above or below the median (Figure 8-1).  This 

suggests that an audit committee’s effort level does not vary with CEO short-term equity 

incentives. 

  Audit committee equity holdings also influenced the committee’s bias (Table 8-1 and 

Figure 8-2).  For each of the CEO’s short-term equity incentives levels, an audit committee with 

above the median equity holdings had a higher bias than an audit committee with below the 

median equity holdings.  This suggests that equity holdings bias a committee’s judgment against 

concluding opportunistic reporting.   

The committee’s bias did not vary much with the CEO’s short-term incentives if the audit 

committee had below the median equity incentives (Figure 8-2).  This is consistent with low 

levels of equity holdings not compromising a committee’s judgment.  However, when the audit 

committee had above the median equity holdings, the committee’s bias decreased as CEO short-
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term equity incentives increased.  This suggests that in a low-risk environment, audit committee 

equity holdings have a greater biasing effect on the committee’s judgment than in a high-risk 

environment.  

Directorships 

When the CEO had low incentives, there did not appear to be any variation in 'd  

between committees with above the median directorships and committees with below the median 

directorships (Table 8-1 and Figures 8-3 and 8-4).  This suggests that directorships did not 

influence an audit committee’s effort level in a low risk environment.   

When a CEO had high short-term equity incentives, the influence of directorships was 

complicated.  If the CEO had above the median short-term equity incentives, then 'd only varies 

from the 'd  value in the low-risk setting if the audit committee has below the median 

directorships.  Specifically, if the CEO had above the median short-term equity incentives, then 

'd  was 2.98 when the audit committee has below the median directorships and 2.39 when the 

audit committee had above the median directorships.  This suggests that when the CEO had 

above the median short-term equity incentives, audit committees with fewer directorships are 

more attentive to the risk associated with CEO short-term equity incentives than audit 

committees with many directorships.  This is consistent with directorships limiting the audit 

committee’s time availability and suggests directorships reduce audit committee effectiveness.  

When the CEO had extremely high incentives (75th percentile or above), if the audit 

committee had below (above) the median directorships, then the 'd  is lower (higher) than the 'd  

in the low risk setting.  Specifically, if the CEO had extremely high incentives, then 'd  was 2.88 

when the audit committee had above the median directorships and 1.97 when the audit 

committee had below the median directorships.  This is consistent with audit committee 
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members having few directorships failing to recognize the additional risk associated with 

extremely high CEO short-term incentives and audit committees having many directorships 

increasing their effort when the risk of an irregularity is extremely high.  This suggests that 

directorships enhance audit committee effectiveness. 

The biasing effect of directorships on audit committee decisions appeared minimal.  For 

all levels of CEO short-term equity incentives except when the CEO has extremely high short-

term equity incentives, the β  did vary between audit committees with above the median 

directorships and audit committees with below the median directorships.  When the CEO had 

extremely high incentives, the committee’s bias is greater when the audit committee had above 

the median directorships than when the audit committee had below the median directorships 

(1.54 vs. 1.18).  This is consistent with audit committees exhibiting a pro-management bias by 

accommodating management requests when the CEO will benefit most from it. 

Profit Sample 

Equity Holdings 

The influence of audit committee equity holdings on 'd  depended upon the CEO’s short-

term equity incentives (Table 8-1, Figures 8-5 and 8-6).  Audit committee equity holdings were 

positively associated with 'd , except when the CEO has low incentives and the audit committee 

has below the median equity holdings (Figure 8-5).  This is consistent with audit committees 

having low incentives exerting low effort in a low risk environment. 

The biasing effect of audit committee equity holdings also depended upon the CEO’s 

short-term equity incentives.  Specifically, regardless of the level of equity holdings, the 

committee’s bias is highest when the CEO had lower incentives (Table 8-1).  This is consistent 
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with audit committees willing to overlook evidence of opportunistic reporting if there is not a 

risk factor to suggest opportunistic reporting. 

Directorships 

The effect of directorships on 'd  depended upon the CEO’s incentives (Table 8-1 and 

Figures 8-5 and 8-6).  If the CEO had below median incentives and the audit committee had 

above the median directorships, then 'd  was 2.81, but under the other scenarios, 'd  varied 

between 3.75 and 3.92.  This suggests that when members with many directorships reduce their 

effort when the risk of opportunistic reporting is low. 

The influence of directorships on β  also depended upon the CEO’s incentives.  When 

the CEO had below the median incentives and the audit committee had above the median 

directorships,β  was 1.45.  Under the other scenarios, β  varied between 2.22 and 2.51 (Table 8-

1).  This suggests that when the risk of opportunistic reporting is low, the members with many 

directorships compensate for their reduced effort by reducing their evidence threshold. 

Discussion 

While my results vary slightly between the growth and profit sample, the results do 

suggest three conclusions.  First, audit committee equity holdings motivate greater effort and 

induce a pro-management bias.  This suggests that while equity holdings may compromise the 

committee’s judgment, the committee is exerting greater effort to avoid irregularities.  

Unexpectedly, audit committee equity holdings did not motivate the committee to be attentive to 

the risk associated with high CEO short-term equity incentives. This suggests that educating the 

members on the risk associated with CEO short-term equity incentives can enhance audit 

committee effectiveness. 
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Second, while directorships influenced both the committee’s effort and bias, the influence 

depended upon the threshold under consideration and the CEO’s short-term equity incentives.  

This indicates that the influence of directorships is contextual.  Hence, it is be problematic to 

design any regulations restricting directorships or to identify an optimal level of directorships. 

Lastly, audit committees appeared to exert more effort and have less bias when earnings 

were near the profit threshold than when earnings were near the growth threshold.  This suggests 

that audit committees are more attentive to the risk of opportunistic reporting when earnings are 

near zero than when earnings are near the previous year’s level.  This supports the assertion that 

audit committees adjust their effort and evidence demands based upon the perceived risks.  This 

may also indicate that managers are more aggressive in opposing earnings restatements if 

restated earnings result in reporting losses.   
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Table 8-1. Applying signal detection theory 
 

 Equity incentives 
 Growth sample Profit sample 

  Hit rate 
False alarm 

rate 
Detection 

ability  Bias Hit rate 
False alarm 

rate 
Detection 

ability  Bias 
Total sample 0.88 0.09 2.48 1.24 0.94 0.03 3.46 2.04 
         
CEO incentives         
Extreme high 0.87 0.08 2.51 1.39     
Above median 0.88 0.09 2.57 1.25 0.95 0.02 3.79 2.57 
Below median 0.87 0.10 2.39 1.23 0.92 0.04 3.21 1.78 
Extreme low 0.86 0.10 2.37 1.33     
         
Audit committee equity incentives 
Independent of CEO's short-term incentives 
Above median 0.89 0.07 2.68 1.38 0.96 0.02 3.90 2.13 
Below median 0.86 0.11 2.31 1.14 0.91 0.04 3.15 1.95 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are above the 75th percentile 
Above median 0.90 0.06 2.88 1.54 0.92 0.04 3.14 1.81 
Below median 0.81 0.14 1.96 1.19 0.95 0.02 3.70 1.89 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are above the median 
Above median 0.89 0.07 2.70 1.40 0.95 0.02 3.75 2.29 
Below median 0.88 0.11 2.39 1.09 0.95 0.01 3.90 3.36 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are below the median 
Above median 0.86 0.03 2.96 3.25 0.98 0.03 3.89 0.94 
Below median 0.88 0.14 2.27 0.87 0.88 0.08 2.58 1.44 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are below the 25th percentile 
Above median 0.87 0.05 2.76 2.08 0.98 0.02 3.98 1.00 
Below median 0.85 0.13 2.15 1.11 0.86 0.06 2.63 1.77 
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Table 8-1 Continued 
  Reputation incentives 
 Growth sample Profit sample 

  Hit rate 
False alarm 

rate 
Detection 

ability  Bias Hit rate 
False alarm 

rate 
Detection 

ability  Bias 
Audit committee reputation incentives 
Independent of the CEO's short-term incentives 
Above median 0.87 0.10 2.42 1.26 0.96 0.02 3.88 2.38 
Below median 0.88 0.09 2.54 1.21 0.92 0.04 3.17 1.66 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are above the 75th percentile 
Above median 0.90 0.06 2.88 1.54 0.94 0.02 3.63 2.50 
Below median 0.82 0.14 1.97 1.18 0.97 0.01 4.08 2.13 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are above the median 
Above median 0.87 0.10 2.39 1.20 0.95 0.02 3.75 2.49 
Below median 0.92 0.06 2.98 1.30 0.96 0.02 3.93 2.22 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are below the median 
Above median 0.87 0.09 2.47 1.30 0.90 0.06 2.81 1.45 
Below median 0.87 0.07 2.58 1.50 0.95 0.02 3.83 2.51 
         
CEO's short-term equity incentives are below the 25th percentile 
Above median 0.86 0.08 2.48 1.49 0.85 0.07 2.47 1.69 
Below median 0.86 0.08 2.49 1.44 0.95 0.03 3.57 1.52 

 
Note:  

 

CEO's 
short-
term 

equity  
incentives

Audit 
committee 

equity 
incentives

Audit 
committee 
reputation 
incentives  

Extreme high (75 percentile) 2.30% 1.11% 1.60    

Median 0.95% 0.37% 0.67    
Extreme low (25th percentile) 0.17% 0.12% 0.00    
         
Audit committee equity incentives (equity holdings/total share outstanding) 
CEO incentives (exercisable option/total shares outstanding) 
Audit committee reputation incentives (outside directorships) 
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Figure 8-1. Growth Sample: d` Audit committee equity holdings, and CEO short-term equity 
incentives 
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Figure 8-2. Growth Sample: Bias, audit committee equity holdings, and CEO short-term equity 

incentives 
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Figure 8-3. Growth Sample: d`, audit committee directorships, and CEO short-term equity 
incentives 
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Figure 8-4. Growth Sample: Bias, audit committee directorships, and CEO short-term equity   
incentives 
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Figure 8-5. Profit Sample: d`, audit committee equity holdings, and CEO short-term equity 

incentives 
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Figure 8-6. Growth Sample: Bias, audit committee equity holdings, and CEO short-term equity 

incentives 
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Figure 8-7. Profit Sample: d`, audit committee directorships, and CEO short-term equity 
incentives 
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Figure 8-8. Profit Sample: Bias, audit committee directorships, and CEO short-term equity 
incentives 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In the prior chapters, I focused upon understanding the relationship between the audit 

committee decision-making process and audit committee’s willingness to allow aggressive 

reporting.  In Chapter 2, I presented a model of audit committee decision-making based upon 

signal detection theory.  From this model, I identified numerous factors that may affect the audit 

committee’s decision-making process; many not previously documented.  In Chapters 4 through 

7, I presented extensive empirical evidence to validate the model’s inference that incentives 

influence the committee’s judgment.  I found that both audit committee equity and reputation 

incentives were positively associated with the likelihood the firm meets an earning threshold but 

the influence is moderated by the risk environment.  Unexpectedly, I found no evidence that 

audit committee ability was related to the likelihood that a firm met an earnings threshold.  This 

is consistent with miss and meet firms having similar attributes.  In Chapter 8, I re-interpreted the 

evidence to determine whether incentives bias the committee judgment or motivate the 

committee to be more diligent.  I found that audit committee incentives both bias and motivate 

the committee.  Collectively, this research provides strong evidence that researchers need to 

consider more thoroughly the audit committee’s decision-making process. 

I propose three avenues to continue the exploration of the audit committee decision-

making process.  The first avenue considers the influence of audit committee incentives in an 

alternative setting.  The second avenue considers an additional audit committee incentive.  The 

third avenue considers how group dynamics influence the decision-making process.   

Audit Committee Incentives and Seasoned Equity Offerings 

In the prior chapters, I examined the influence of audit committee incentives when it is 

uncertain whether or not the manager opportunistically reported.  The uncertainty is a critical 
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element because it meant that investors had to rely upon the audit committee to prevent 

opportunistic reporting.  However, absent this uncertainty, it is unclear how audit committee 

incentives would influence the committee’s decision and, ultimately, investor wealth.  For 

example, consider the research by Shivakumar [2003] on earnings management and seasoned 

equity offerings.  Shivakumar [2003] examined managerial and investor behavior around 

seasoned equity offerings.  Using a game theory framework, the author found a Nash equilibrium 

where the manager artificially inflated earnings to maximize the yield and the investor 

discounted reported earnings to counter any earnings management.  This equilibrium existed 

because managers cannot signal investors whether they are truthfully or opportunistically 

reporting.  The author found empirical evidence that supports his model. 

Absent from the Shivakumar model was an active role for the audit committee.  In the 

presence of an audit committee, the equilibrium condition becomes significantly more complex 

to predict.  Specifically, an investor’s valuation decision depends upon the investor’s perception 

of audit committee effectiveness and actual audit committee effectiveness.  Assuming that each 

of these variables has only two states (effective or ineffective), there are four potential outcomes.  

Further, assume that if investors perceive the audit committee is effective, then they conclude 

that earnings are not inflated.  Lastly, assume that managerial behavior does not depend upon 

perceived audit committee effectiveness (i.e. the manager always opportunistically report).  

Under these assumptions, the following outcomes result: 

Earnings Initially 
Reported To Audit 

Committee
Audit Committee 

Response
Earnings Reported 

To Investors

Investor Perception 
of the Audit 
Committee

Investor Response to 
Reported Earnings

Investor Valuation 
Decision

Inflated Reject Aggressive 
Reporting Accurate Effective Accept Accurate

Inflated Reject Aggressive 
Reporting Accurate Ineffective Discount Undervalue

Inflated Allow Aggressive 
Reporting Inflated Effective Accept Overvalue

Inflated Allow Aggressive 
Reporting Inflated Ineffective Discount Accurate  
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As seen by these theoretical outcomes, the investor’s response should depend upon their 

perceptions of the audit committee and the audit committee willingness to allow aggressive 

reporting.  This raises three critical issues.  First, what are the attributes of an audit committee 

that investors perceive as critical to audit committee effectiveness?  Second, do audit committee 

equity incentives motivate the audit committee to allow aggressive reporting in order to 

maximize the yield of a seasoned equity offering?  Third, does the investor valuation decision 

depend upon perceived audit committee effectiveness and/or audit committee incentives?  In 

other words, are effective audit committees acting in the shareholders’ best interests? 

Compensation 

 Does director compensation improve director performance?  While there is extensive 

literature on the relationship between CEO compensation and firm performance, I know of no 

research that explored the relationship between director compensation and audit committee 

effectiveness.  The lack of research may be partially attributable to the less detailed proxy 

disclosures in the pre-SOX era.  However, in recent years, the details of director compensation 

included in corporate disclosures have increased dramatically.  While director compensation is 

likely immaterial relative to CEO compensation, directors are potentially paid millions in cash 

and equity for serving on several boards.  This raises several important issues including: 

• What is the association between director compensation and audit committee effectiveness?   

• Does excessive equity compensation cause audit committee members to cease focusing on 
being an effective monitor and instead focus on a maximizing stock value? 
 

• Is the annual director compensation of all directorships a more effective proxy for reputation 
than the number of directorships held? 
 

Group Dynamics 

In my model, I identified group dynamics as a critical element of audit committee 

potential, yet there is little empirical research on how group dynamics influence audit 
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committees.  Group dynamics refers to the unique effects created by combing the opinions and 

analyses of several individuals into a committee decision.  The potential research topics are 

extremely diverse, including discussion strategies, minority influence, group effects, and member 

diversity.   

Consider how the interaction between non-experts and experts may influence audit 

committee effectiveness. Sarbanes-Oxley required that every audit committee have a financial 

expert.  While it is generally accepted that experts have a greater ability to understand issues and 

interpret evidence, it is unclear how group dynamics influence the impact of experts on audit 

committee effectiveness.  An expert influence likely depends upon three factors: recognition, 

social skills, and non-expert response.   

 It is critical that the members correctly identify who are the experts so they can assign 

appropriate weight to their opinions (Libby, Trotman, Zimmer [1987]).  Experts are identified by 

talkativeness (Littlepage and Mueller [1997]), confidence, (Zarnoth and Sniezek [1997]), and 

reputation (Yaniv and Kleinberger [2000]).  Audit committee members may fail to identify 

experts because all members of audit committees, at least for public companies, likely have 

distinguished résumés, extraordinary leadership ability, and excellent reputations, but only a 

fraction may have the technical training.  Even if a member meets the standard to be an expert, 

they may still lack the technical skills, given the lax SOX definition of expertise (Defond et al. 

[2005]).   

While experts may have greater knowledge and experience, the influence of experts will be 

constrained by the members’ social skills (Ferris, Witt, and Hochwarter [2001]).  Social skill is 

“the ability to understand the feelings, thoughts, and behaviors of persons, including oneself, in 

interpersonal situations and to act appropriately upon that understanding” (Marlowe [1986]).  
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Hence, an expert’s ability to persuade, explain, and influence depends upon their social skills 

(Argyle [1969]).  Ferris, Witt, and Hochwarter [2001] found that if a person has low social skills, 

then ability is irrelevant.  Therefore, if an expert on the audit committee has the technical skills 

but lacks the social skills, then they may be unable to articulate their position effectively and 

persuade other members.   

Lastly, the benefits of experts may depend upon how non-experts respond to the presence 

of an expert.  In the presence of an expert, non-experts may reduce their contribution if they 

defer to the expert’s judgment without question (i.e. excessive deference) (Taylor and Fiske 

[1978]), if they believe experts will ignore their contribution (Yaniv [2004]), or if they conform 

to Sanherderin’s anti-seniority rule.57  This is potentially harmful to the committee’s 

effectiveness because non-experts can still contribute to a discussion by focusing on different 

issues (McDaniel et al. [2002]).   

                                                 
57 Sanherderin’s anti-seniority rule claims less qualified members do not disagree with more qualified members. 
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APPENDIX 

Variable Measurement  
Audit Committee Incentives 
AC direct holdings 100 times the average audit committee member personal stockholding divided by total shares 

outstanding at the end of fiscal year as specified in the proxy statement  
AC indirect holdings 100 times the average audit committee member deemed stock ownership not personally 

owned divided by total shares outstanding at the end of fiscal year as specified in the proxy 
AC total holdings 100 times the average audit committee member total stock ownership divided by total shares 

outstanding at the end of fiscal year as specified in the proxy statement  
AC directorships Average number of other directorship held by audit committee members at the end of fiscal 

year 
Audit Committee Controls 
Committee Size committee size as specified in the proxy statement 
Meetings meeting frequency as specified in the proxy statement 
Charter 1 if the proxy statement discloses the presence of an audit committee written charter, 0 

otherwise 
Ind. acc. expert 1 if there is at least one independent member has a professional accounting designation or 

degree, or experience working in an senior level financial position based on information in 
the proxy statement, 0 otherwise 

Tenure average years of service by audit committee members as specified in proxy statement 
Wholly independent 1 if the committee is composed entirely of independent members according to the SOX 

definition of independent based on information in the proxy statement, 0 otherwise 
AC ability 1 if the audit committee has all independent members, at least 3 members, and an average 

tenure greater than the sample median, 0 otherwise. 
Board ability  1 if the board of directors has 3 of following attributes: below sample median board size, 50 

percent independent members, member's average at least 1 outside directorship, less than 
20 percent of the board have tenure less than 3 years, CEO-Chair of board separation, or 
nominating committee with only independent members, 0 otherwise. 

CEO Incentives  
CEO STEI 100 times the  C.E.O.'s exercisable stock options divided by total shares outstanding at the 

end of fiscal year 
CEO LTEI 100 times the sum of C.E.O.'s stock holdings and non-exercisable stock options divided by 

total shares outstanding at the end of fiscal year 
Control Variables  
Size The natural log of assets (millions) at the end of the fiscal year 
Market-to-book market value of equity divided by the book value of equity at the end of the fiscal year 
Leverage total long-term debt divided by total assets at the end of the fiscal year 
Litigation risk 1 if the company's industry is litigation risk belong to SIC codes 2833–2836, 3570–3577, 

7370–7374, 3600–3674, and 5200–5961 (Matsumoto 2002)., 0 otherwise  
Loss For the firms with earnings near the previous year's level or the analyst sample, 1 if the 

company's EPS is less than $0.00, 0 otherwise.  For firms with earnings near zero, 1 if the 
company's EPS last year was less than $0.00, 0 otherwise.  

No Growth  1 if the company's current earnings is less than the prior year's earnings, 0 otherwise  
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